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Price Administrator Henderson denied,
In a speech, that he has "secret designs"
to curb advertising.

Week in Defense

Nylonhosiery prices investigated
The National Defense Mediation Board,
November 10-16, for the first time in its
history passed a week without a strike

vately owned irrigation systems, toll
bridges and toll canals; machine and re

on its calendar.

pair and maintenance operators: makers
of parts for repairs to elevators and esca
lators: makers of conveyor machinery;
manufacturers of wooden and paperboard containers (to get necessary hard
ware); and producers of chemicals and

and jobbers' prices of a wide variety of

equipment for research laboratories.

builders' hardware; persuaded the lead

When the Board re

fused to recommend a union shop in the
captive coal mines supplying the steel
industry, however, all of the CIO mem
bers and alternate members of the Board

resigned.

Three days of negotiations at

the White House were broken off Novem
ber 16 and it was announced that the

miners would go on strike the following
day.

Magnesium stocks put on call
As officials discussed publicly the forth
coming system to divide critical materials
among industries, the Office of Produc
tion Management reached out last week

to place all existing stocks of one of those
materials on call for urgent defense
work only. By order of the Priorities Di
vision all magnesium and magnesium
products. In whatever form or by whom
ever held, unless now being employed
for defense orders rated A-l-j or higher,
must be reported and held for use under
strict control. The magnesium acquired
in this way will be used to fill immediate

demands for such purposes as airplane
manufacture.

More plastics sought

pair shops, blacksmiths, and similar re

OPM Dii'ector General Knudsen rec

Defense Board it was revealed that an

estimated 128,197 tons of copper was
available to meet demands for more than
150,000 tons in the current month.

Thiee special trains sent out by the
Distribution

Division

left

Washington on a tour of the country to
help spread defense work among more
manufacturers. An additional step in
the direction of more even work distribu
tion was an order of the Priorities Di

A new survey by the OPM Bureau of
Research and Statistics indicated that
the volume of all construction In 1942
may be greater than in any other year

order was designed to give plastics an
increased flow of methyl alcohol, which
is also used as an antifreeze and as a

since 1930, with the exception of 1941,

general denaturant and solvent.

defense areas.

tools to Russia.

Priority assistance was granted to pro
ducers of natural gas; transporters of

petroleum products; operators of pri

DEFENSE

despite the difficulty of building In non-

Cooperative defense homei

asked producers of drop forgings made of
steel and steel alloys not to exceed Octo
ber 10 prices.

OPA prepared to set up headquarters

a check disclosed numerous evasions.
How to orgarUze an effective blackout

was told in a 60-page illustrated pam
phlet prepared by the War Department
and issued by the Office of Civilian
Defense.
*

★

★

Nylon hosiery price increases
may result in ceilings;
intensive study under way
Intensive study of the price situation
in the Nylon hosiery field is being under
taken by the Office of Price Administra
tion as a result of unwarranted price in
creases which have occurred in the past
few weeks. Administrator Henderson an

The Division of Defense Housing Co
ordination announced a plan whereby
low-salaried defense workers may organ
ize cooperatives and apply to the Fed
eral Housing Administration for mort

nounced November 14.

A questionnaire seeking price histoi-y
and production data was to be sent out

gage insurance up to 90 percent.
The Priorities Division restored oil
burners to "good standing" in defense

within a few days. The question of
whether a price ceiling is necessary will
be determined after study of this data.
Prices ranging up to $16 or $18 per
dozen paiJ-s have been charged by some

housing on the Eastern Seaboard, and
added three to the list of defense housing

manufacturers and jobbers in recent
weeks as compared with prices several

"critical areas."

dollars below these levels sometime ago.

OFFICIAL BULLETIN ol the Office for Emergency
Management.

schedule of

steel price schedule in the West, after

Spreading the work
Contract

cussed with the trade a

maximum prices on bed sheets; and

in San Francisco to enforce the iron and

communities.

machine tools for defense, and allocated
10 to 15 million dollars' worth of machine

ing purchaser of crude oil in North and

crease of 7 cents a barrel; obtained vol
untary stabilization in price of uphol
stery furniture fabrics; sped its work on a
ceiling for copper wire and cable; dis

planes and by heavy military export de

chlorine in whitening practically all
grades of paper; aided the rebuilding of

the United States, and on manufacturers'

tion an increase in capacity of the Inland
Steel Company through a more advan
tageous use of existing facilities, and a
program to raise production of aircraft
bearing tubing and tank-tread pins and
bushings.
At a conference of the new Engineers'

mands, moved OPM to subject shipments

production of light trucks for civilian use
35.9 percent below output for the same
month this year; decreased the use of

warranted. OPA also set a ceiling on
prices of carbon and low-alloy steel cast
ings. iised by virtually every industry in

North Central Texas to withdraw an in

A current shortage of phenols, caused
by the increased use of plastics in air

Other priority action curtailed Januaiy

of price increases which were termed un

ommended to the Defense Plant Corpora

vision requiring rubber processors with
scattered plants to report how they have
apportioned their supplies to the various

of these chemicals to monthly orders of
the Priorities Director. Another priority

An intensive investigation in the Nylon
hosiery field was undertaken by the
Office of Price Administration, because
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ployees in these particular mines belong to

Mediation Board's CIO members resign

the United Mine Workers union.

as union shop demand is rejected

ernment decree.

"The Government will never compel this

6 percent to join the Union by a Gov

Board resigned last week when the full

at the conference, as well as the CIO
leaders. At that time, President Roose
velt asked that production of coal con

Board refused to recommend a union

tinue without interruption.

shop in captive mines supplying the steel
Industry. Subsequently, 3 days of nego

President approves Board's decision

All CIO members and alternate mem

bers of the National Defense Mediation

tiations at the request
Roosevelt were broken off
and it was announced the
go on strike the following

of President
November 16
miners would
day.

At a press conference November 10,
Chairman William H. Davis announced
the decision of the full Board in the dis

pute between the United Mine Workers
of America and the steel companies which

operate the captive mines. By a vote of
9 to 2, the union's demand for a union
shop in the captive mines was rejected.
Hie two members who voted in favor of
the union shop were Philip Murray, pres
ident of the CIO, and Thomas Kennedy,

secretary-treasurer of the UMWA. The
nine members voting against granting
the union shop were Mr. Davis, chairman,

He requested

that

That would be too much

like the Hitler methods toward labor."

meetings begin

at once and continue at least until No

vember 17, when he wished to be in
formed of any decision reached or of
what progress had been made. The
President also told the conferees that he
approved the Board's decision not to
compel the nonunion employees in the
mines to join the union. The Pi'esldent

In accordance with the President's re

quest, the parties immediately opened
direct negotiations. After 3 days, these
negotiations were broken off November
16 with the announcement that no agree
ment had been reached and that produc
tion would cease at the mines Monday.

In the meantime, the withdrawal of
all CIO members from the Board held

up hearings on two cases last week and
further delays in other hearings were
expected.
In both the International
Harvester and Bell Aircraft cases where
CIO unions were involved, postponements
were requested and granted.

said in part:

★

"I tell you frankly that the Government

★

★

STRIKELESS CALENDAR

of the United States will not order, nor

will Congress pass legislation, ordering a
so-called closed shop. It is true that by
agreement between employers end em

ployees in many plants of various indus
tries the closed shop Is now In operation.
This is a result of the legal collective bar

gaining, and not of Government compul
sion on employers or employees. It is also
true that 96 percent or more of the em

For the first time in Its history,
the National Defense Mediation
Board went through the week with
out a strike on its calendar. Fur
ther details, page 28.

Prank P. Graham, vice chairman, and
Charles E. Wyzanski, Jr., representing the

public; Cyrus Ching, Walter Teagle,
Roger Lapham. and Eugene Meyer rep
resenting employers; George XjTich and
William Calvin, both APL members rep
resenting employees. The text of the
recommendation is as follows:
We therefore recommend.

That the United Mine Workers of Amer

ica and operators involved 1b this dispute

proceed Immediately to sign the Appa

lachian Agreement, with the reservation

that the provision oi the Appalachian
Agreement which requires membership in
the United Mine Workers of America as

a

condition of employment, be Inopera

tive for the duration of the contract.

Murray and Kennedyresign
The following day, November 11, Mr.
Murray at a press conference announced
that both he and Mr. Kennedy had writ
ten to the President resigning from the
Board because they no longer could feel
confidence in its actions after the de
cision rejecting the union shop for the
captive mines. Their resignations were
followed by those of all the CIO alternate
members of the Board in protest against
the decision.

On November 12, the President invited
the executives of three steel companies,

together with tJMWA President John L.
I^wis and Messrs. Murray and Kennedy,
to appear at the White House November
14 for a conference.

Benjamin Pairless

of U. S. steel, Eugene Grace of Bethle
hem Steel, and Frank Pumell of Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. were all present

0PM orders all magnesium in einy form
reported and held for defense uses
The OfQce of Production Management

moved November 14 to channel into di
rect and urgent defense production all
magnesium in the country not now being
so used.

General Preference Order M-2-b, Is
sued November 14 by the Division of Pri
orities, directs that all magnesium and
magnesium products, in whatever form
or by whomever held, not now being
used to fill defense orders with ratings

of A-l-j or higher, be reported to OPM
before November 30,1941, and be held for
sale to a producer or an approved smelter
so that the metal will become available
for defense uses.

Magnesium has been under priority
control since March 24, 1941.

The new

order, however, greatly strengthens and

be located and acquired for defense pur

poses. Stocks so acquired will be used to
fill Immediate demands for the metal for

such uses as plane construction and the
manufacture of incendiary bombs.
New magnesium plants now building
are expected to get in production by the
summer of 1942 and the present order is
designed to relieve the shortage until that
time.

Completeallocation provided
The order provides for complete allo
cation of all magnesium by the Director
of Priorities on a monthly basis.
An unusual provision of the order is
one that holds agents, bailees, and ware
housemen responsible for reports of mag
nesium and magnesium products that

may be under their care.

expands the control.

Contamination or debasement of mag
nesium Is forbidden, and scrap owners

New plants ready next summer

or plants producing scrap are ordered
to collect, label, and segregate it.

Major reason for the new order, it was

The usual clause providing for special

explained, is that stocks of magne.sium

consideration if unusual hardships are

exist in the country in the form of scrap,
finished
and semifinished
products,

exceptions to the general provisions are

powder, and discarded products made

left to the discretion of the Director of

principally of magnesium.

Priorities.

These must

caused, is contained In the order, and all

★
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PRIORITIES ...
Production of light trucks for civilian
use cut 35.9 percent for Jcuiuary 1942
Production of light trucks for civilian

use in January 1942 will be curtailed
35.9 percent belcw output In the same

month this year under an order Novem
ber 14 by Priorities Director Nelson.

Companies manufacturing both pas
senger cars and light trucks (those less
than IV2 tons) may exceed the ceiling on
truck output, provided passenger car
production is correspondingly reduced so
that combined quotas aie not exceeded,

$10,000,000 of machine tools
allocated to Russia
Acting

of spare parts for passenger cars and
light trucks, as defined in Limitation
Order L-4, may make during January
one-third the number of parts sold by
him for replacement purposes during
the period from January 1, 1941, to
March 31, 1941. This means that during
the first month of 1942, he will be oper

machine tools to the Russian Govern
ment.

Special Allocation Order No. 1 has been

served on approximately 35 machine-tool

tion had increased substantially over

receiving it accept specified purchase
orders placed by the Amtorg Trading

result of oral permission granted the in
dustry by Leon Henderson, director of
the Division of Civilian Supply.

January, he may exclude from his cal
culations all parts sold during the first 3
months of this year to the Army and
Navy, certain other Government agencies

No critical materials for trim

listed in Limitation Order L-4, and to

Mr. Nelson's order extending the light
truck production program from Decem
ber 31, 1941 to January 31, 1942 includes

the

copper, nickel, chrome, and aluminum.

Stettinius, Jr., the Priorities Division,
OPM, has taken action designed to pro
mote a steady flow of American-made

manufacturers

ment parts which he may produce in

Materials affected are

R.

order

This substitution arrangement has
been in effect on an informal basis as the

passenger cars.

of

Edward

the first 3 months of 1941, when produc
1940.

bright finish or body trim after Decem
ber 15 of this year. An identical pro
hibition recently was announced for

recommendations

Administrator

ating at the same high rate as during

under a provision in the orders.

a ban on the use of critical materials In

upon

Lend-Lease

In determining the number of replace

governments

of

those

countries

whose defense the President deems es
sential

to

the

defense of

the

United

States.

Limited Preference Rating Order P-57
is extended until January 31 so that an

A-10 rating will continue to be assigned
to deliveries of materials necessary to
carry out the program.

directs

in
that

this country.
the

The

manufacturers

Corporation, on behalf of the Russian

Government, provided that Amtorg meets
regularly established prices and terms of
sale.

Manufacturers

are

further

re

quired to make deliveries on these orders
on the dates specified.

It is estimated that purchases under
this order will represent between $10,000.000 and $15,000,000 worth of tools.

The importance of the order is indi
cated by a provision that no preference

rating, urgency standing, or other order
Issued by the Piiorities Division, is to
interfere with delivery of the machine
tools earmarked for Russia, unless It
shall so specify.

At the same time. Mr. Nelson Issued

orders extending from December 31 to

January 31 the replacement parts pro

Rebuilders of machine tools for defense

gram for passenger cars and light trucks.
These orders—L-4-a and P-57—set a

given A-l-c rating for scarce materials

top quota for spare parts production and
grant priority assistance In obtaining
materials

needed

to

assure

continued

operation of passenger cars and light
trucks now on the roads.

Manufacturers produced 37,730 light

trucks for civilian use in January, this
year.

The maximum output allowed for

January 1942 is 24.169, a reduction of

35.9 percent.

Rebuilders of machine tools have been

Rebuilders benefiting by the order may

granted the assistance of a preference

make deliveries of rebuilt machine tools

rating of A-l-c in acquiring necessary

only to fill defense orders, as defined in

scarce materials, it was announced No
vember 10 by the Priorities Division.

the order.

The order is effective immediately.
Rebuilders are defined as those who

that any purchase order for rebuilt ma

One paragraph of the order provides
chine tools placed by a manufacturer to

rework or replace worn or missing parts,
test the repaired tool under power, and

enable him to complete defense orders

guarantee its performance for a period

ered a defense order. A rating of A-10
is assigned to such orders, unless a higher
rating had been granted previously. The
rebuilder, before making delivery in such

Maximums not guaranteed

of not less than 30 days.

Light truck production in the 6 months,
August 1. 1941 to January 31. 1942, will
be 145,018, compared with an output of
171,260 in the corresponding period a
year ago, a curtailment of 15.3 percent.
The program is designed to bring about a

which the preference rating may be as

The materials to the acquisition of
signed are listed in Exhibit A to the or
der. They are:
Motors and other electrical accesso

ries; iron, steel, brass and bronze cast

ings: alloy and carbon steels in bars,

which he has on hand is to be consid

cases, should require Iiis customer to cer

tify in writing that he requires the tools
to fill defense orders.

The A-l-c rating may be apphed by
the rebuilder by executing an acceptance
of the preference rating order and filing

30 percent reduction for the full model
year as compared with the previous

forgings, castings, shapes and tubes: cut

model year.

abrasives: measuring instruments and
gages; brass, copper and steel tubing and

it with the Division of Priorities, and fur

fittings; oil resisting hose; bearing met
als; anti-friction bearings, and macliine
parts and accessories.

executed, to each of his suppliers.

There is no guarantee, of

course, that sufficient matei'ials will be

available to permit manufacturers to
produce the maximums allowed.

Order L-4-a provides that a producer

ting tools, including cemented carbides;

nishing one copy, with the acceptance
The

order Is not extendible, and may not be
applied by a supplier.

★
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A-3 ratings aid production of conveyors
and of elevator, escalator repair parts
nf
Two plans to facilitate nrnrlnpHnn
production of
materials for repairs to elevators and

orders and
deliveries has been slowed down under

escalators and for constiiiction of con

this system.

veyor machinery were issued November
11 by Priorities Director Nelson.

AH types covered except platform

The orders are P-72 and P-78.

They

permit application of A-3 preference rat
ings to deliveries of the necessary
materials for production, with certain re
strictions. Both became effective No
vember 10 and will expire January 31,
1942. The orders are to be used by the

producers of the items covered and their
suppliers.

hnilt.
mntfrialS. the
thp ClacinE
'
built materials,
placing of

metallic

and

nonferrous

to

the

ex

tent permissible under the terms of
conservation order M-9-c, generally
known as the copper order); electrical

equipment and accessories; mechanical
equipment and accessories; cutting tools.

tools used in and around mines and

Including cemented carbides, and neces
sary maintenance and shop supplies.
The rating may be used by producers
and suppliers after an acceptance form
similar to that governing the elevator
and escalator industry has been filed with
the industrial and office machinery

manufacturing plants.

branch.

All types of conveyors, except platform
elevators, are covered by order P-78. The
Industry produces the transportation
The A-3 Preference Rating cannot be
used for deliveries of any material con

taining aluminum or magnesium, and can
be applied only to the following items:
Castings and forgings; sheets, bars,
shapes, plates and tubing (ferrous, non-

Reports required
Restrictions on use of the rating are

similar to those set forth In the elevator
and escalator order. Customary reports
are required.

Direct allocation in future

In letters to affected producers, Mr. Nel
son said the orders will not be extended

in their present form, and that it is the

Repair, maintenance priorities extended
to more industries by amended order

intention to base future assistance of this
kind on a system of direct allocation of
materials. This is in line with the policy
of the Supply Priorities and Allocations

A number of amendments to Prefer
ence Rating Order P-22. covering repair,

Board.

maintenance, and operating supplies,

and similar repair
operators.

were announced November 10 by the

Restrictions on operatingsupplies

Preference Rating Order P-72 Is de
signed to assure production of parts nec
essary to repair and maintain the coun
try's 225,000 elevators and escalators.
The A-3 rating applies only to mate
rials on the current priorities critical list
to be physically incorporated In repair
and maintenance parts for passenger or
freight elevators or escalators.
This rating may be applied by the pro
ducer of such parts or his supplier, after
an acceptance of the order's terms has

Priorities Division.

Amendment A embodies three changes,

designed to assist important industries
heretofore not specifically covered by the

chine and repair shops, blacksmiths,
and

maintenance

Amendment B defines operating sup

plies as before, but rewords the defini
tion to state that such supplies shall not

order.

Include "any material which the pro
ducer acquires solely to distribute, store,

Provides for transportation

or transport."
Amendment C makes two important

The first of these changes brings natu

ral gas, and hydrocarbons associated
with petroleum, under the terms of the

order, and extends Its assistance to the

changes. It deletes the provision of the
previous order which refused assistance
in replacement of equipment by im

proved

equipment,

and

prohibited

machinery branch of the Division of

transportation as well as the production

replacements "unless such existing in
stallation is beyond repair." It has been

Civilian Supply.

of these items.

found impossible, and in many cases un

been filed with the industrial and office

Cannot be applied
to accumulate inventories
The rating cannot be applied to accu
mulate inventories, obtain materials not
used In repair parts, obtain more mate
rials than were consumed during the year
ending September 30,1941, nor if the ma
terials are available without a rating.

Conveyors important to defense

industry.

Its work

maintenance parts and operating sup

plies. Petroleum production was covered

is over

whelmingly defense and its backlog of
defense orders is increasing rapidly. "Hie
Industry now is operating generally under
Individual preference ratings, but because
of the many parts required for custom-

desirable, to require replacement with
equipment exactly like the old. The pro
cedure frequently held the producer to
the use of antiquated equipment, and
sometimes made it impossible for him to
obtain any replacement equipment at all.

in the original order.

Changes exemption methods

Another change brings within the
terms of the order privately owned irri
gation systems, toll bridges, and toll ca
gories were assisted only if they belonged
to governmental units.
A third paragraph extends the assist

Amendment D changes the method by
which exemption of various industries
from the restrictions on deliveries, wlthdiawals, and inventories, may be granted.
The order excepts public utilities from
the terms of P-22, if they are covered
by Preference Rating Order P-46, as

ance of the order to those using tools or

amended from time to time.

equipment to repair or maintain the
property of other producers. Priority
assistance is thus extended to independ
ent contractors and others, such as ma

Mines not receiving the assistance of
the mine repair order may benefit from
the terms of Preference Rating Order

nals. Previously, units within these cate

The conveyor producing industry is in
a different category from the elevator and
escalator

This means that pipe

lines, railroads, and truck fleets engaged
In moving the products of the petroleum
industry, may now apply the A-10 rating
to the acquisition of necessary repair and

P-22.

★
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Principles of allocation system explained
by priorities executive officer
Principles of the new allocation sys

tem, which is being evolved to control
distribution of critical materials through
out industry, was described by A. C. C.
Hill, Jr., executive ofBcer, Priorities
Division, before the Ohio Chamber of
Commerce in Toledo November 13.

Ex

cerpts from his speech follow;
Seventeen months ago. when our de

fense program first got under way, many
thought that the big problem was how
such a program could be fitted on top of
the regular business framework of our
economy.

Today the problem is different. It is to

of copper, four for every ton of brass,
two for every ton of steel—and in greater
or lesser degree the same kind of ratios
apply to all of the other critical metals,
to most of the important chemicals, and
to many of our basic fibres.

Adjustments by series of controls
In a word, then, the problem which our

great defense effort has caused, directly
and indirectly, is shortages; and the two
techniques which we use to make ad
justments to these shortages easier are

a series of controls known generally as
priorities, and allocations or rationing.

find to what extent and in what manner
the regular business framework can be

In a situation like the one I have de
scribed, Government controls are abso

fitted on top of the defense program.
The problem has changed because the
defense program has grown tenfold since
the middle of 1940. And with that growth
our whole attitude toward the problems
brought by this great readjustment has
changed accordingly.
Our effort is the greatest which we as
a people have ever undertaken. It must

lutely essential. For the protection of
all of us. controls must be applied

of necessity be of stupendous magnitude
to make certain that our future develop
ment will take place in a world wherein
a free economy and a free people can
live and prosper.

Shortages caused by joint demand

wherever and whenever a serious short
age develops.

The first chapter in these controls is

the priorities system. Fundamentally,
priorities is a method of rating the com
parative importance of orders, so that
those orders which are most essential to

the Nation can be filled ahead of those
which are less essential. Basically sim
ple, this network of priorities ratings in
evitably becomes highly complex when
the number of competing demands be
comes too great. Sooner or later, pri
orities ratings undergo a process not un

November 18, 1941

you much greater certainty about the
way in which you can operate.

The policies under which the distribu
tion of scarce materials is performed are
laid down by the Supply Priorities and
Allocations Board. This board just a
week ago today requested the Office of
Production Management to move as expedltiously as possible into a system of
allocating the critical materials through
out American Industry. The job. of
course, is so vast and far-reaching that it
will doubtless be months before it is In
full operation.

This allocation program must rest on a
foundation of knowledge about what our
total national requirements are going to
be. Obviously, you cannot allocate steel
or any other metal until you know, first,

what our military demand is and, second,
what the different steel-using civilian
industries are going to need.

Reports of needs being gathered
SPAB has taken steps to get the in
formation necessary. Reports on mili
tary requirements for the coming year
are being submitted by the Army and
Navy. Similar reports from the lendlease authorities and export control
agencies will presently show how much

we shall need to send overseas. These
reports will be broken down in terms of

raw materials. Within a comparatively
short time, OPM will have a pretty accu
rate picture of the tonnages of all these
materials which will be needed to meet

Our big difficulty arises because of the

like the depreciation of currency which

the purely military part of our program.

quite unavoidable fact that there is not

takes place in a time of infiation. To
Insure the filling of an order in reason

tration. that this

able time, it becomes necessary to make

shows that we shall need 35 million tons

the rating higher and higher. You get,
eventually, to a point where the priori
ties rating system in itself simply is not

of steel for military purposes during
1942. By subtracting this military de
mand from the amount available, it will

enough of any one of the great, basic raw
materials to meet both the military de
mand and the demand which our civilian
economy makes under the pressure of a
wartime boom.

The defense program is not the sole

cause of these shortages. They are
caused by the defense program plus the
increased civilian demand.

The combi

nation, then, of this augmented civilian
demand coming up to the source of
supply hand in hand with the biggest
armament program ever dreamed of.
creates a joint demand far greater than
we can possibly meet. The result, of
course, all up and down the line, is

adequate to control the situation.

Transition to rationing
We have just about reached that point
today. When that happens you have
to replace or supplement the rating sys

Suppose, now for the sake of an illus

picture eventually

be simple to discover how much steel

there will be to meet all of the require
ments of the civilian economy.

It will

remain, then, to determine how much

steel the different steel-using industries
require, and to adjust their production

tem with another form of control which
some people call allocation and others
call rationing.
Now "rationing" is not a word we
Americans are used to. We are used to

supply.

Those shortages are real and not imag

abundance. It is extremely hard for us
to adjust our minds to the hard, un

inary—present and not future. There is
enough of everything for defense needs.
But when defense needs have been met
there is not enough left for civilian

There are in the Office of Production
Management a number of industrial

pleasant fact that from now until this
emergency ends we are going to be living
in an economy of not-enough instead of

some fearsome new device to bewilder

branches, each one having jurisdiction
Let us
say that we wish to know what sort of a
schedule will be needed for the makers
of agricultural machinery. There is an
agricultural machinery unit in the OPM
Division of Civilian Supply. The offi

and perplex you.

cials of that branch start by getting the

shortages.

demand.

The ratio of civilian demand to avail

able supply for aluminum is ten to one.
There are three customers for every ton

an economy of too much.

I want to assure you that this transi

tion we are now about to begin is not

Eventually it will give

schedules so that the total of their re

quirements will not exceed the total
Broadly speaking, that will be worked
out in this way.

over certain related industries.
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As a remedy, it has been suggested

best possible picture of that particular
tadustry's normal requirements. TTiey
consult the industry itself, through the

economy can be dealt with as a whole,
and each separate industrial program
can be worked out with due regard for

trarily, that some materials be made

defense industry committee; they con

Its place in the economy. The imme
diate, practical advantage to the indus

available for all manufacturing estab

trialist, likewise, will be that he will be

ground that their continued survival is

able to know pretty exactly what he is
up against. It may be necessary to cur
tail his operations, but he will know

essential to our economy's future health
and to the welfare of the people as a
whole. I can agree with the latter
premise, but I do not see how a blanket,
over-all lumping together of small man

sult the Department of Agriculture and
every available source; they will spare no
effort to learn accurately the quantities
of various materials which this industry
has used in past years, the amount It
would use in the coming year if the
available supplies were unlimited, the
number of plants in the industry, the
number of workers, and so on.

that the Government simply rule, arbi

lishments under a certain size, on the

ahead of time what the curtailment Is

going to amount to and can plan ac
cordingly.
But in spite of what we hope will be
the advantages of allocation, let us not

ufacturers in that manner could pos

sibly work. For one tiling, the materials
simply are not available to do it that

Cross'checked with other branches

deceive

Thus a tentative schedule of require
ments can be drawn up. keyed to various
levels of defense activities. This sched

under the heading of making the best

or-death matter; the small manufac

of a bad situation.

turer would be making a disastrously bad
bargain if he bought his survival during
the next two or three years at the price
of his country's own safety.
Furthermore, there are large as well

ule will then be cross-checked with the
other OPM branches and sections having

Jurisdiction over the needed metals—
copper, steel, lead, tin, and the like. In

ourselves.

All

of

this

comes

Need conversion for defense
It is of the highest Importance for
the manufacturer to convert his facili

ties to the production of defense goods
if he can possibly do so. For while we
are obliged to curtail civilian production,

way.

This defense program is a life-

as small factories which can't convert

sible, these officials will work out the
quantities of materials which this indus
try may use during the coming year
without consuming more than its pro
portionate share of the available supply.

we can get.

This schedule will also be studied by the
Industrial Conservation Branch of OPM.
There doubtless will be further confer

It is harder for him to shift over to de

to defense production. The owner of a
large factory can go just as broke as the
owner of a small one; I believe that it
will be possible, when we make our alloca
tions of essential materials, to set aside
a small pool of each material for hard
ship cases. From that pool, materials

fense production than it is for the big

can be made available to manufacturers

manufacturer.

whose shut-down would inflict a genuine

ences with the industry, to see where

this defense effort shall not result in the

savings in materials may be made
through simplification of styles and lines,
through salvage and reclamation or
through any other conservation meas

crushing of small business; we are fully

the fairest and most intelligent way pos

ures.

A program thus evolved will be the
product of the best attention which the
industry and the Government can give
it.

It will be worked out with due regard

we need all of the defense production

There is a problem of peculiar im
portance for the small manufacturer.

We are determined that

aware that the defense effort needs the

small manufacturer as well as the large
one.

But, no matter what the handicaps

heavy controls and restrictions; we are
or even to live our dally lives as we

ter—to exercise every bit of ingenuity
and grit he has, and that he should not
assume that he can be brought through
this crisis only via action by the Gov

sented to SPAB for final modification

never before It is vital for the small
manufacturer to make every conceiv

Priorities will supplemeot allocations
When approved, the program will be
made effective by the OPM Division of
Priorities, either through outright allo
cations or through the issuance of the
required priorities ratings—for it is im
portant to remember that the fact that
we are going into an allocations system
does not mean that there will be no more

priority ratings. They will remain to
supplement and implement the allocations system.
1 think it is clear that there will be

great advantages from operation under
this kind of system. The fundamental
advantage, of coiu'se, is that the national

Yes; we are going to have to make
sacrifices; we are going to be irked by

are. it is up to the small manufacturer—
and to the big one also, for that mat

to the need for the product involved, to
the way in which curtailment will affect
employment, to the extent to which fac
tories formerly engaged in the manu
facture of this product can be converted
to the production of defense goods, and
so on. Then the program will be pre
or approval.

hardship on the community.

On a "play-uo-favorites" basis

ernment.

not going to be able to run our businesses
might wish to do. Yet we are going,
because of this, to come through this
emergency in good shape.

We are going

to come through it all with the funda
mentals of our American society un

Small man must stand on own feet

damaged.

Not every small manufacturer Is go
ing to be able to get defense work to

I can't promise you that we in Wash
ington have the wisdom and ability to
guide this defense program in such a
way that none of you will suffer loss. I
can promise you, however, that this pro
gram will be conducted on a play-nofavorites basis, that no controls will be
put upon you except those which are ab
solutely necessary and which are in
your own interest, and that we will do
our level best to keep you fully informed
about what is being done and the rea

do.

sons why it is being done.

We live under a system of free enter

prise. of private competition.

Now as

able effort to stand on his own feet.

If

it is possible for him to make things for
defense it is up to him to exercise his
own aggressiveness in seeking orders—
whether he goes after direct Government
contracts or wants subcontracts.

There are shops and factories In

which things just can't be made that the
Government needs. There are, as a mat

ter of fact, quite a number of these es
tablishments. and the livelihood of a
great many Americans depends on them.
We are not going to simply plow blindly
ahead and ignore such Americans.

★

★

*

ORDERS AND FORMS
A complete list of priority orders is
sued through early November and the
forms used in relation to them appears
on page 26.

★
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Makers of wooden, paperboard containers
get priorities for needed hardware items

Makers of laboratory supplies
given A-5 rating on materials
In a move to broaden the assistance

In a move to facilitate the operations

A producer, to apply the preference

of the cooperage and wooden container
Industries, and also to lend assistance to

rating to deliveries to him, must sign an

the production of paperboard containers,
the Priorities Division November 14 is

sued Preference Rating Order P-79, ex

tending to manufacturers in these f1,elds
priority assistance in obtaining the neces
sary hardware, including wire and nails,

saws, knives, and other tools.

acceptance of the order, and file it with
the Priorities Division, and furnish an

unsigned copy to each of his suppliers
with whom he has placed a purchase
order for ferrous material. The supplier,
in turn, may extend the order in the
same fashion to obtain material to be

physically Incorporated in his deliveries

tories, the Priorities Division issued an

order November 15 assigning a preference
rating of A-5 to acquisition of the scarce
materials required by manufacturers of

the necessary laboratory chemicals and
equipment.

The order is effective im

mediately.

Applies to packaging too

to his customer.

Makers of all types of wooden barrels
and kegs, and containers made from

already extended to research labora

Producers who supply laboratories en

Radng restricted

gaged in research, testing, analysis, and

sawed lumber, veneer or plywood, and of
paperboard containers, are Included
within the terms of the new order, which

of the order must endorse the following

in plant-control studies, as well as clin

statement, "Purchase order for ferrous

ical and academic

became effective November 14.

material, preference rating

school) laboratories, are covered by the

pursuant to Preference Rating Order No.
P-79," on the original and all copies of

order.

It is be

lieved that this assistance will greatly
stimulate the substitution of these forms

of packages for metal containers, and
a considerable saving In the
amounts of critical materials currently

The producer, or supplier, making use

effect

each purchase order.
The producer Is restricted in the ap

consumed in packaging.

plication of the rating to those quanti
ties and kinds of ferrous material spe

A-5 assigned to ferrous materiai
A rating of A-5 is assigned to the de

cifically authorized for rating by the
Director of Priorities on PD-82, and for

liveries of ferrous material, defined in

the purposes authorized by the order.
Copies of the order and the necessary

the order as "any products made prin

forms,

cipally from iron or steel," except wire,
to dehvery of which an A-8 rating is

mailing applications for assistance, will

applicable.

of wooden containers.

together with Instructions

for

be mailed to some 3,000 manufacturers

The rating is applicable to ma

terial required for packaging the equip
ment for delivei7, as well as to those
elements entering Into its manufacture.

May be extended to supplier
A producer to whom the order has been
issued may extend it to a supplier, if nec
essary, by executing an additional copy
in the manner prescribed.
A previous order, P-43, extended to

certain accredited laboratories engaged
in scientific research a preference rating

of A-2, and is applicable to orders placed
by them for essential materials. The

0PM orders firms with scattered plants
to report apportionment of rubber

new order, however, specifically aids pro
ducers of certain equipment which the
laboratories require.
*

Defense authorities acted November 12

(college and high

★

★

By this order, OPM will have closer

Steel buyers must file PD-73
to avoid delay in shipments

to determine if rubber, one of the most

scrutiny of rubber distribution by large

vitally needed defense materials, is being
equitably distributed among plants

processors operating plants in several

throughout the country.

mine

Priorities Dirgctor Nelson ordered rub
ber processors operating plants in more

distribution on so imeven a scale as to

than one community to file reports within

one community, or in any unnecessary re

PD-73 with producers, they were warned

15 days on distribution among individual

duction in the manufacture of rubber

November 14

plants during July, including rubber re

products.
July was selected as the base because

Branch, OPM.

leased by the Rubber Reserve Co. (RFC).

Effect on communities studied
If the ratio of distribution in subse

quent months differed materially, the
processors must submit full reports show

ing clearly the reasons for the change.
All reports must be filed with the rub
ber and rubber products branch of
OPM's Division of Civilian Supply.
"In any case In which it appears that
such change in ratio was not justified or
proper," the order states, "the Office of
Production Management will take such
action as it may deem appropriate."

communities, and will be able to deter
if there have been instances of

result in severe labor displacement in any

Purchasers of steel face delay in receiv
ing shipments if they fail to file Form
by the Iron and Steel

Under Order M-15, each processor was
required to cut his crude rubber consump
tion in July to 99 percent of his monthly

Under Steel Order M-21. it is unlawful
for producers to make shipments after
October 15, 1941, if the producer does
not have a copy of PD-73 covering the
order. A number of shipments are now
being held up. the branch disclosed,

average during

pending receipt of forms by producers.

it was the

month

General Preference

Order M-15 became effective and ration

ing began.

March 31, 1941.

the

12

months ended

Using the

same 12

months as a base, consumption subse

quently was ordered held to percentages
each month below that permitted in
July.

Discussions are in progress on plans lor

extending the program beyond December,

Form PD-73 provides for complete in
formation by the customer as to the
classification of steel ordered, its ulti
mate use, completion date of contract
for which the material is required, and
other pertinent data.
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Phenols placed under
complete allocation system

Almost all grades of paper affected
by order decreasing use of chlorine

A complete allocations system cover
ing phenols Is provided for In an order
issued November 10 by the Director of

A decreased use of chlorine in the
manufacture of pulp, paper, and paper-

Priorities. The order is an amendment
to General Preference Order M-27 which

board, effective immediately, was ordered
November 15 by the Director of Priorities,

ships immune to magnetic mines; in the
manufacture of waterproofing paraffins
for canvas; as a solvent in armament
plants; in the manufacture of guncot-

The result will be less whiteness, or
"brightness" in the idiom of the paper

ton; as a coolant for liquid-cooled air
plane engines; in the manufacture of
nonfreezing dynamite; and In chemical

Under the terms of the new order, the
Director of Priorities, on and after De

trade, in practically all grades of paper.

warfare.

The changes will be noticeable, it was

cember 1, will give specific directions
each month as to shipments of phenols.

said, on close examination but will not

All grades affected except newspnnt

originally Imposed a milder form of con
trol on phenols August 30.

In General Limitation Order L-11.

be observable on casual inspection.
In general, all grades of paper will

Inventory report required

correspond to the standards of 1931-32.

Regulations of Priorities Regulation
No. 1 generally will apply, according to

Since that time increased use of chlorine

the amendment, and a special inventory

report is required for all persons, except
producers, who have more than a 30day supply on hand, based on the year
ending September 30, 1941.
A preference rating of A-10 is assigned
to

all

defense

orders

not

otherwise

has resulted in whiter papers.
Chlorine is used as a

bleach in the

manufacture of paper and pulp, eating
out all foreign matter and increasing the

white quality. In some of the lower
grades of paper now In use, where the
cuts in the use of chlorine are heaviest,

a slightly yellow cast may result.

Save 60,000 tons annually for defense

assigned.
Reason for the order is a current short

age caused by the Increased use of plas
tics In aircraft production and heavy
military export demands. New phenol
plants now under construction will not
be in operation for 3 or 4 months.
The order applies to phenols of all
grades and all related products.
if

if

it

Appeal form PD-167 provided
for copper hardship cases
Donald M. Nelson, Director of Priori
ties, announced November 12 that a spe
cial appeal form has been provided for
manufactuiers whose operations come
tmder the special hardship clause of
Copper Conservation Order M-9-c.

The new form, PD-167, may be ob
tained from any Priorities Division field
office or by writing to the Priorities Di
vision In
Washington. Any appeal
made must be filed on this form and

It is expected the order will save 60,000
tons of chlorine a year, which is half the
new chlorine entering the paper-manu

facturing industry annually. All of the
chlorine saved will go directly into
national defense uses.

Chlorine enters into many phases of
defense production.

Among Its impor

Practically all grades of paper are af
fected by the order, with the exception
of newsprint, in which no chlorine is
used. Brightness ceilings are provided,
ranging from a cut of 4 points in 100
percent rag-content writing paper to
total elimination of ctilorine in groundwood, the grade commonly used in "pulp"
magazines and books. Bleaching also is
eliminated for most bags, sacks, and
wrapping paper and for speciality papers,
such as sandpaper base.
The order does not apply to stocks
on hand produced prior to the applicable
dates of the order. No restriction is
placed on the use of chlorine for sanitary
purposes. Producers who manufacture
their own chlorine are required to
comply with the terms of the order.
Regulations are set up on a quarterly
period basis, with various percentages
fixed for the use of chlorine as compared

tant uses are: in the manufacture of

to the 3-month period ending July, 31,

plastics for degaussing cable used to make

1941.

Methanol control tightened
to increase flow to plastics
November 12 imposed additional control
over methyl alcohol (methanol) in a

4, Preference rating B-8 is assigned to
deliveries of methyl alcohol for use as an
antifreeze and as a general denaturant

move to Increase its flow into the man

and solvent.

ufacture of plastics.

These steps have the effect of prevent
ing the delivery of methyl alcohol for
antifreeze and other purposes until and
unless the higher-rated needs have been

The Office of Production Management

In an amendment to General Pref

erence Order M-31, issued by the Division

of Priorities and effective November 12,
these steps were taken:
1. Ratings of B-4 were assigned to de

taken care of.

5. Deliveries of methyl which will in

must be mailed to the Director of Priori

liveries of natural origin methyl alcohol

crease inventory beyond a 30-day supply

ties, Reference M-9-c, Washington, D. C.
Most of the hardships arising under

to be used as a denaturant for ethyl

at current rate of use is forbidden.

alcohol.

General Pilorities Regulation No. 1 is
made applicable to all transactions in
methyl alcohol.

the order are xmavoidable.

In considering appeals, the Priorities
Division will take account of such fac

tors as sudden and harmful dislocations

of employment and freezing of Inventoriea which are in process and which

would become useless if the process were
not completed.

2. The same rating was assigned for
deliveries of synthetic methyl for general

chemical manufacture, including formal
dehyde for nondefense uses specified
In General Preference Order, M-25.
3. Acceptance of these orders, subject
to general priority regulations, is re
quired.

General Preference Order M-25 relates

to the use of formaldehyde and synthetic
resins in the manufacture of plastics and
assigns ratings to nondefense uses of
plastics after defense orders have been
filled.
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PRICE ADMINISTRATION . . .
Henderson denies hostility to advertising
or participation in talk of "curb"

posal that has not been the basis of
"talk" in Washington. All I can say
about this one Is that I have not been

a party to any such considerations. And

"If I have a point of view about ad
vertising," Price Administrator Hender

"more normal circumstances" to which

son told the American Association of Ad

I have referred do not now exist and our

vertising Agencies on November 13, "it is

problems must be v/eighed in the light of
extraordinary conditions.
However, I
wish to emphasize at this point that I
am somewhat bewildered by the atti

that under the sort of expanding economy
1 would like to see there should be more of
it." Furthermore, he said in his Hot
Springs. Va., speech, he has not taken

part In any talk of "curbing advertis

ing" to control inflation and production.
Excerpts follow:

Some of your trade publications and

other sources have ascribed to me a point
of view about advertising.

The clear in

ference has been that I am a charter

member of some little cell of conspirators
whose main purpose in life is to alter,
reform or perhaps destroy advertising as
we know it. The fact is that I have never

had the opportunity or the occasion to
give sufficient research or investigation
to advertising to come up with any really

Informed opinion about it. 1 have always

follow

this

war.

Unfortunately,

the

tudes that assume I am hostile to adver

tising because some of your problems
happen to come within the scope of the

Not coQsidered a major cost element

vilian Allocation Division is to assure the
most equitable distribution and the max

all the headaches and nightmares that
I can visualize in the future, the question

imum supply of goods for civilian con

of what to do about advertising is un

sumption without sacrifice of defense
requirements. I have responsibilities In

these closely related fields.

And it will
be my purpose as it has been in the past

to discharge those responsibilities in a
manner which will maintain the maxi

mum of free choice and judgments by

It's not my job—and for this I am

grateful—to undertake to police the
abuses of false and misleading advertis
ing. I know I am correct in the assump.
tion that you ail subscribe to proper regu
lation which undertakes to suppress and
punish the outlaw and the faker.

Our

ofRce has already expressed its opposition
to "scare" advertising and advertising
which emphasizes scarcity.

However, I wish to make one thing
clear at the risk of a further Invasion of
the privacy of my personal economic
views. If I have a point of view about
advertising it is that under the sort of
expanding economy I would like to see

there shotdd be more of it. That Is, more
of the right kind.

The truth is that I have for many
years advocated a greatly expanded pro
ductive economy. This, of course. In
volves a vastly accelerated production

and distribution of consumer's goods. If,
as you believe and as I assume, advertis

ing is the cheapest and "most efficient
selling method, then under more normal
circumstances the increased use of
proper advertising should accompany
the expanding economy which I have
always advocated and which 1 hope will

cent of the value of all manufactured

Administration Is to prevent unwarranted
price increases. The purpose of the Ci

all groups which may be affected.

Not his job to police outlaws

itures were taken into account, accord

ing to your industry figures, only 2 per
products Is involved.

vertising performs a
function.

vent inflation or limiting civilian pro
duction If "curbing advei-tising" was my
only tool. Even if all advertising expend

Job I am trying to do.
The objective of the Office of Price

assumed and I now assume that ad-

useful economic

if "curbing advertising" as a means of
controlling inflation and production had
been seriousjy considered I think I would
know about it. Furthermore. I would
not want the job of attempting to pre

It is therefore apparent to me that of

likely to confront me as a major problem.
It has been our experience so far in the
price ceilings we have fixed that adver
tising has not even been considered as a
major cost element. Usually questions
of labor costs, transportation, raw ma

terials and other items are fully analyzed
and appraised but so far selling and dis

You don't expect me to tell you that

tributing costs have not been urged as a

advertising is not going to suffer in this

compelling reason for opposing a price
ceiling. If some industry whose prices
were under consideration did urge in

defense program. I wouldn't try to kid
professionals. But I can tell you with all
conviction that I regard It as part of my

creased advertising costs as the basis of

Job to do what I can to maintain the

challenging a particular price ceiling, we

maximum

of civilian

activity in our

economy consistent with the basic re

quirements of defense. And I ask you to
believe me when I say that since the
question has been raised—frankly it

would of course be required to go into

the question. But I stand on the state
ment which I made in my testimony be
fore the House Banking and Currency
Committee that our policy would be as

never occurred to me until recently—I
consider that advertising is included

a matter of course to toke norm^ selling

in the category of important civilian

stated further then 1 had no secret res

activity.

ervations about that statement.

No secret or subtle designs

peat it now.

However, what seems to be concerning
some of the advertising profession are
my motives. Again let me say for my
self—and this goes for my entire organ

However, it may have been that some
of you gentlemen or perhaps it was some
body else who did not accept in full faith
my statement of that policy or perhaps
It was to make assurance doubly sure

ization—that there exist no secret

or

subtle designs with respect to advertising
or any other legitimate business practice.

There is a statement in the pi ospectus
of this meeting that "there has been talk
of curbing advertising as a means of con
trolling inflation and restricting it as a
means of controHing production." I can
not deny that as a statement of fact,
because as all of you know Washington
abounds with "talk" on every subject
and perhaps there is no conceivable pro

and advertising costs into account.
I

I
re

that there was written into the Price

Control Bill as reported out by the House
Banking and Currency Committee the
proviso that the powers granted—and I

quote: "shall not be used or made to
operate, to compel changes in the busi
ness practises or cost practises or meth
ods,

means

or

aids

to

distribution

established in any industry, except to
prevent circumvention or evasion of any
ceiling established under this act." Tills
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language was designed to take care of
advertising and I so Interpret it.

Advertisers can ease shocks
AsDirector of the CivUian Supply Divi
sion I am supposed to distribute as best
I can the materials that the defense pro

Iron and steel scrap reporting systems

combined by 0PM, OPA, Bureau of Mines
A merger of iron and steel scrap re

porting requirements was announced

Jointly November 13 by the United States
gram doesn't require. The going is get Bureau
of Mines, the Office of Produc
ting tougher. As we shift from the tion Management
priorities system to an allocations plan Administration. and the Office of Price
It is hoped that a smoother flow of resid
Forms PD-149, 150 and 151 were Is
ual materials will go to nondefense in
dustries. Yet we all recognize, terrific
shortages are going to continue until the
job of licking Hitler is finished. None
can escape the impact of the Increasing
utilization of materials and productive

capacity for armaments. It is my hope
that you in the advertising profession
will accelerate your efforts in helping the
country understand not only the neces
sity for adjustments but to devise meth
ods of easing the shock. Much has been
done in the field of substitution for con

sumers' goods for which defense needs
have created a shortage. 1 have been

impressed by advertising copy and radio
announcements which emphasize con

servation and other helpful methods of
bridging the gap. I am certain that your

ingenuity and talents will continue to
develop new schemes that will be of real
assistance to consumers and manufac
turers during the difficult days ahead.
*

*

*

San Francisco office to handle
scrap eniorcement in West
Headquarters will be established in
San Francisco early in December to
oversee administration and enforcement
of the iron and steel scrap price schedule
In California, Oregon, Washington, and
adjacent States, OPA Administrator
Henderson announced November 14.
Two OPA officials, William S. Whitehead, representing the Price Division,
and Harold Swope of the Legal Division's

sued to cover the entire field of iron and
steel scrap reporting. All three forms
are returnable to the Bureau of Mines,

at Pittsburgh, Pa., and not to either the
OPM or OPA.

Questionnaires sent out during No
vember are designed to cover the Octo
ber operations of scrap producers, deal
ers, brokers and consumers. They must
be returned to the Pittsburgh bureau by
November 20. Further monthly report
forms will originate In the Bureau of
Mines.

For distribution and price control
purposes of these reports are twofold:
(1) To develop a general policy for
the distribution of scrap under Gen
eral Preference Order M-24.

(2) To assist In price control of

also a consumer of scrap he files only a
consumer's form (PD-150).

Combined form for consumers
Form PD-150 applies to consumers.

It combines the former OPA Form 104:8
revised and the Bureau of Mines Form
6-830a MC.

It calls for figures on

stocks, production, receipts, delivered

prices and consumption, all by grades.
Form PD-151 applies to dealers and
brokers. It replaces the Bureau of
Mines suppliers' form 6-830a MD, and
covers stocks, shipments, purchases,

sales, unfilled orders and shipments, all
by grade.

The one-time sur; r

"l^oy steel

scrap provided in Form 144 Issued by
the OPM has been put on a monthly
basis by including all alloy scrap grades
in the revised questionnaires.

Must get papers if not received
Failure to receive forms, it was an

nounced. does not mean exemption from
reporting but rather places an obliga
tion on the producer, broker or consumer

scrap.

The current serious shortage of scrap
and the ui-gencies of the defense pro

gram dictate that the forms be given
prompt and serious consideration.
Form PL-149 applies to

all by grade, must be reported for each
plant or location. If the producer is

producers.

to obtain them on his own initiative.

They may be obtained from the office of
the Bureau of Mines at Pittsbm'gh, or
from any field office of the Division of
Priorities, OPM.

Any person or corporation producing at
least fifty gross tons of iron and steel
scrap during October must file a return.
Figures on stocks, shipments, estimated
production, sales and unfilled orders.

All forms may be reproduced. They
are returnable to the Bureau of Mines
at Pittsburgh and all inquiries concern

Steel companies asked for

larity of price Is achieved by the more
distant mills paying varying portions of
the freight charges depending upon their

data on 'dislocated tonnage"

ing them should be addressed to that
office.

distance from the customer.

steel companies are being asked by

Such unusual shipments of steel as

OPA to submit data, in terms of tonnage

required by the defense program would

Enforcement Section, were to arrive in
San Francisco November 17, to begin
preliminary work.

and dollar value, on shipments of steel
under the "dislocated tonnage" provi
sions of Price Schedule No. 6, Adminis
trator Henderson annoimced November

ordinarily require some mills to pay an
excessive amount in freight on shipments
to distant points. In order to meet this
situation Price Schedule No. 6 was re

Evasions disclosed

13.

vised by OPA on June 20 to permit the
mills to pass on to customers a portion
of the freight charge on such "dislocated
tonnage" shipped to distant points.
OPA intended that this provision shculd
be used only to relieve mills from paying
excessive freight charges on such ship
ments. There is some indication that

Test checks made over the past several
weeks have disclosed numerous cases of
evasion of the price schedule, Mr. Hen
derson said. Because of the distance in

volved, it is felt that many of the prob
lems incident to administration and en
forcement of the schedule's provisions
can be handled effectively from the field.
The new San Francisco office will be
in the Newhall Building, 260 California
Street.

"Dislocated tonnage" means steel
shipped by producers into areas not cus
tomarily served by them. Such ship
ments are now being required by OPM
in order to facilitate progress of the de
fense program. This in effect requires
a modification of the basing point system
used in tiie steel industry under which
the price of steel at a given destination
is ordinarily the same regardless of the
null from which it is shipped. This simi

the provision has been used to evade the
"ceiling" in the schedule by applying it
to ordinary shipments of steel.
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Ceilings on upholstery furniture fabrics

set at 105 percent of September 10 prices
Upholstery furniture fabrics have been

lished by the schedule, the name or

placed under a formal price schedule,

number of patterns, and the specifica
tions used. The specification reporting

which supersedes voluntary stabilization
agreements. CPA Administrator Hender

requirement applies to constructions of

son announced November 11.

Tlie

cloth, rather than to patterns. Only one

schedule stipulates that maximum price
for any present pattern shall be 105 per

specification, for example, need be filed

cent of the quoted price on September
10, 1941.

This action, the Administrator stated,
will be followed shortly by a schedule
that w!ll set a ceiling at present levels
over the prices of wood furniture.
The voluntary agreements on furni
ture upholstery fabrics were announced

on October 3. They stabilized prices at
the level prevailing on Ssptember 10 with
the provision that upon request to OPA
an increase of five percent above that

level might be made. A number of pro
ducers have taken advantage of this
provision.

During the first lO'/i months of 1941,
according to a survey of representative

manufacturers, prices of furniture up
holstery fabrics have shown an average
Increase of 24. percent.

Attempts of

OPA to obtain detailed costs and profit
information from members of the in

dustry have not been successful to date,
but the investigation is continuing, Mr.
Henderson stated.

Additions to lines must be reported
New additions to manufacturers' lines
also must be reported to OPA. In this
connection, Mr. Henderson emphasized
that prices for new goods must bear a

In addition, research is underway in
conjunction with the Bureau of Stand

ards for the purpose of establishing
standards of quality for furniture up
holstery fabrics.

Issuance of the OPA schedule was
preceded by a meeting of representative
manufacturers in Washington on No
vember 7 at which technical information
was accumulated.

Furniture upholstery fabrics fall into
two classifications: Pile fabrics and fiat
fabrics. In the pile group are mchair
cloths, friezes, and velours. Plat fabrics
are divided into two groups, one con

taining the damasks, tapestries, and
brocatelles. while in a second group fall
the cheaper cottons, such as jacquard
More than

half of all the total looms in the Industry
are owned by 28 companies.

The re

mainder is divided among more than
275 small producers.

The new price schedule requires all
manufacturers to file reports with OPA
on or before November 20on present pat
terns, giving the maximum prices estab

to the possibility of quality standardiza
tion.

Custom manufacturers, which the
schedule defines as "persons who in the
first 6 months of 1941 manufactured at
least 80 percent by dollar volume of their
production on individual order, rather
than for their stock, in quantities of 300
yards or less per pattern per month" are
exempted from the schedule. Into this
category falls a large number of small
manufacturers who mainly produce nov
elty goods in minor quantities. Their

prices have little direct infiuence upon
the general price level of furniture upholstei7 fabrics.

Also excluded from the schedule pro
visions are jobbers and so-called con
verters of furniture upholstery fabrics.
The prices charged by these members of

proper relationship to prices of existing
patterns and constructions, which, as
previously stated, are undergoing inves
tigation by the Bureau of Standards as

found to be necessary.

Rayon order clarified

Crude oil price increase

The Office of Production Management
acted November 10 to clarify several
points which have caused some difficulty
in the rayon trade since its Supplemen
tary Order M-37-a was Issued on Sep
tember 27, 1941. An official interpreta

to be withdrawn

tion of Supplementary Order M-37-a
pointed out that merchant yarn convert
ers and fabric converters were to be con

To establishquality standards

weaves and dobby cloth.

where a number of patterns are made of
the same cloth construction. Quarterly
afBi-mations of compliance are required
beginning January 1, 1941.

Noveniber 18, 1941

sidered as "jobbers," as that term was
Used in the order. The interpretation
also drew a line to be used in determin
ing when a manufacturer owned, con
trolled, or held yarn within the meaning
of the inventory restrictions of tiie Sup
plementary Order M-37-a.

A detailed release (T-42) explaining
the use of Form PD-113. Government
allocations from the hardship pcol. Form
PD-113 and Government allocation or
ders from hardsloip pool placed by same
manufacturer, over-ordering, and inven
tory regulations, is available on request to
the Distribution Section, Division of In

formation, Office for Emergency Man
agement, Washington, D. C.
★

★

*

Dalton named rayon consultant
Appointment of Harry Dalton, of
Charlotte, N. C,, as rayon consultant in

the textile, clothing, and equipage branch,
Division of Purchases, was announced
November 12 by R. R. Guthrie, Assistant
Director of Purchases.

the trade are undergoing examination,
however, and OPA is prepared to bring
them under a ceiling schedule if it is

Increase of 7 cents a barrel in prices
of North and North Central Texas crude

oil posted November 6 by the leading
purchaser in these areas will be with
drawn at the request of OPA, Adminis
trator Henderson announced November
11.

Mr. Henderson's announcement fol

lowed a meeting in Washington withrep
resentatives of Consolidated Oil Corpora
tion and the Texas Co. The November 6
Increase was initiated by an affiliate of
Consolidated and was followed by Texaco
and other purchasers. All buyers in the
fields are expected to return to former
levels.

The advance in North and North Cen
tral Texas has been the only change in
Midcontinent crude oil prices since Octo
ber 10, when OPA announced it had be
gun a comprehensive investigation of the

Midcontinent price situation. In a state
ment at that time Mr. Henderson asked

that prices be not advanced pending the
completion of the study and OPA pre
viously had informal understandings
with major companies that price in
creases would be discussed prior to their
being put into effect.

The companies contended that the
price advance was an "adjustment"

rather than an increase. Mr. Henderson,
in rejecting this contention, pointed out
that the price for a substantial volume of
production was 7 cents higher than be
fore the increase and that any difference
In nomenclature is iJTelevant.

•k
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celling price shall be determined ftom the

Builders' hardware prices stabilized by

price of a related item.

(4) In all other cases, the maximum price

shall be the market price.

ceiling affecting manufacturers, jobbers
Manufacturers' and jobbers' prices of
a wide variety of builders' hardware Items
are stabilised at the levels prevailing on
October 21 in a maximum price schedule
announced November 14 by OPA admin
istrator Henderson.

Prices of insect screen cloth, which is

A record of selling prices during the

covered by the ceiling, represented sales
without discount, except cash discount,
from his regular retail prices in the six
months preceding November 19.
The maximum price for any article in

(1) It shall not exceed the highest price
at which a similar Item was sold during the

While the new schedule became neces

sary as direct result of the OPM copper
conservation order of October 21, it is
not confined to articles made wholly or

partly of copper or brass, but extends to
all products named, no matter what ma
terial is used in their manufacture.
Numerous advances of 10 percent in
manufacturers' prices for various items
of builders' hardware have taken place
since the OPM limitation order was Is
sued. That this probably would occur
was recognized by OPA on October 26,
when Mr. Henderson first announced a
comprehensive program to stabilize prices
of all products made of copper, brass, or
other copper base alloys. At that time,
the administrator disclosed that one of
the first steps in this program would be
to establish "present prices" as a maxim\im for builders' hardware.

The new schedule covers eight types of
knobs and handles. 20 types of door locks.
13 types of hinges, 16 items of miscella
neous door hardware. 10 items of window
hardware, five of screen hardware, and
12 miscellaneous articles, such as house
numbers, transom chains, and snap
catches. Painted, galvanized, commer
cial bronze, hand-drawn copper, and

period between September 22 and October
Si, 1941. to the same purchaser.
(2) If no sale to the "same purchaser" was
made during such period, the top price shall
be that charged a piirchaser of the same class.
(3) If no sale of a similar article was made
between September 22 and October 21, the

"For retailers

gency situation by compelling the public
to pay unreasonable prices for the essen
tial articles now brought under an OPA

'ceiling' would be profiteering," he added.
"It Is the duty of my ofBce to see that this
does not take place."

According to the schedule's definition,
a "retailer" means a person who main

SCHEDULES AND FORMS
A complete list of maximum price
schedules issued through November 11
and the forms used in relation to them
appears on page 29.

Prices for carbon and low-alloy steel

part of their plant capacity on orders
connected directly or indirectly with the

OPA Administrator Henderson.

The schedule, effective November 15,
1941, provides that the maximiun prices
shall be those that prevailed on July 15,
1941.

Except for railroad specialties, these
maximum prices will approximate those
contained in the Comprehensive Report

defense effort."

Carbon and low-alloy steel castings,
which are formed by pouring molten

steel into molds, are used by virtually
every industry in the United States.
Roughly, these castings fall into two

groups: railroad specialties and miscel
laneous. The first group includes sideframes, bolsters, yokes, and couplers used
In the running gear of railroad freight
and passenger cars. The miscellaneous-

castings field takes in all manner of prod

issued by the Steel Pounders' Society of

ucts. Some of these are mass-production
items, while others are made to order in
small quantities. Steel scrap is the prin

America for the third quarter of 1941.

cipal raw material in the production of

Any miscellaneous castings for which
prices are not determined by the Com
prehensive Report are to sell at not

carbon and low-alloy castings.

of Price Lists of Miscellaneous Castings,

more than the July 15 prices, according

Special provision is made for pricing of
castings not previously produced by a
manufacturer. Data on such castings,
when part of an order totaling $100 or
more, must be filed with OPA along with
the proposed maximum selling price.
"Price stability for castings is vital to
the whole defense effort," stated Mr.
Henderson, "since castings are an ele
ment of cost in virtually every Industry

to attempt to take advantage of an emer

*

castings, including "railroad specialties,"
are prevented from going above approxi
mately current levels, through the issu
ance of a price schedule November 14 by

are included.

lists, Mr. Henderson said.

*

under ceiling after several months' study

to the schedule.

Retailers have been exempted from the
schedule in the belief that they also will
apply the October 21 level to their price

★

Carbon find low-alloy steel castings put

"koolshade" fabric window screen cloth

Retailers exempted

for each month beginning with Novem
ber must also be kept.

cluded in the schedule shall be deter

distributed through the same channels

ber 19.

spection of OPA. Similar sales records

mined as follows:

as builders' hardware, also are held to

their October 21 levels by the latest OPA
ceiling, which becomes effective Novem

September 22 to October 21 period must
be available within 30 days for the in

the

foundries

castings advisory panel was designated
shortly thereafter and discussions were
held with committees drawn from the

panel on the proposed schedule and the
level of prices.

cations may be made to the OfBce of

Used by almost every indastry
of

OPA's studies in the castings field have
for several months.
Field trips were made during the summer
to get first-hand information from many
of the leading manufacturers, and on
September 26 separate meetings were
held with the makers of miscellaneous
castings and railroad specialties. A steel
been under way

The new schedule provides that appli

which uses machinery.

"Most

Obtain first-hand infonaatioa

Price Administration to complete out
producing

standing contracts at higher than ceiling

castings have defense contracts and are

prices

tains a store where 75 percent of the dol

operating at or near capacity. Some of

Sworn affirmations of compliance are

in

certain

special

instances.

lar volume of all products, whether or not

the larger corporations are using a large

required to be filed monthly.

★

★
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Defense News for Consumers

many of whom clipped and signed the
pledge from news stories in the press,
several organizations sent back pledges
covering their entire membership.
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Schools are also playing an active part

How to Save Antifreeze

3. After flushing the cooling system,
check it for leaks. Lifeless, overaged

Under present production schedules,
supplies of chemicals used in antifreeze
preparations will be adequate to meet

hose connections which may easily de
velop leaks should be replaced, and leaky
water pumps should be repaired, or re
placed if necessary. Check the water

normal motoring needs this winter, un
less hoarding or a speculative buying rush

results from the "scare" advertising pub
lished by some of the companies making
branded antifreezes, Miss Harriet Elliott.

pump particularly carefully, for
grease around It often hides leaks.

the

4. Check the level of the water In your
radiator frequently after adding antl-

ill the consumers' war against waste.

Many high schools and colleges have sent
to the Consumer Division for copies of
the pledge for the students to sign.
The first college to return pledges was
Skidmore, which sent in 464, represent
ing nearly two-thirds of the student

body.

The first high schools were Dun-

bar and Woodrow Wilson in Washington.

Associate Administrator of the Office of

D. C., each of which sent in approxi
mately 2,000 pledges, representing almost

Price Administration, in charge of the

100 percent of their enrollment.

Consumer Division, has announced.
"Such 'scare' advertising." Miss Elliott

said, "is likely to touch off a speculative
buying spree and hoarding on the part
of distributors, thus creating a malad
justment of distribution and an artificial

shortage. It also tends to hasten Infla
tion. After the public has been thor

oughly frightened by 'shortage' adver
tising it will be comparatively easy for
prices to be boosted on unsuspecting mo
torists. No retail price advance for anti
freeze solutions is justified at tliis time."
Because the chemicals used in anti

freeze are also Important in explosive
manufacture and are in demand for use

in Army and Navy motors. Miss Elliott
appealed to motorists to conserve the

available supply as much as possible,
When motorists use the "permanent"
ethylene glycol type of antifreeze, they
should save It for reuse next year, she
emphasized.

The following tips for using antifreeze
with minimum waste are suggested by
automobile and chemical experts on the
staff of the Consumer Division:
1. Check fan and pump belts. The

belts should be tight enough so that you
cannot turn the fan with your finger
without moving the belt. Excessively
worn belts should be replaced.
2. Clean out rust scales from Inside the

radiator and motor block which cause the

engine to overheat, flush cooling system

before adding antifreeze.

Plain washing

soda or other Inexpensive flush is suit
able. If you haven't flushed your cool
ing system for several seasons, the
radiator and engine should be flushed
separately by disconnecting the hose that
joins the radiator with the motor. The
same is true if you use "hard" water in

the radiator, or if the drained water
seems to be very rusty. To be sure that
flushing
mixtures
are
thoroughly
drained, flush clean water through radia
tor and draincocks on the motor block.

A REGULAR FEATURE
on this page will be Defense News for

CoNSDMERs, prepared by the Consumer
Division of the Office of Price Admin
istration.

freeze, and periodically thereafter.

The
level should always be above upper hose

connection to allow circulation from the

radiator to the motor. Pilling the radia
tor above the neck means you are using
more antifreeze than necessary.
5. Watch engine heat-indicator for

signs of overheating. If your engine
overheats, find out why and have It fixed.
Always check the strength of the anti
freeze after overheating.
6. Use adjustable type of radiator
cover, so it can be opened and closed as
the weather dictates. Completely clos
ing up your radiator front causes engine
overheating.
7. Avoid idling the engine for long pe
riods. Since the cooling system is de
signed to operate efficiently while the car
Is in motion, idling the engine for a long
period is apt to cause overheating—and
also wastes gas.

8. Put the cooUng system in order be
fore cold weather catches up on you over
night. Then antifreeze can be added at
a moment's notice. Don't put in anti
freeze until you need it.
more than you need.

And don't use

Response to Consumer's Pledge
Widespread and favoi-able response to
the "Consumer's Pledge for Total De
fense" announced last week has been re

ceived by the Consumer's Division of the

Office of Price Administration, according
to Miss Harriet Elliott, associate adminis
trator of OPA.

Signers of the pledge agree as consum
ers to buy carefully, take good care of the

goods they have, and waste nothing.

In addition to Individual consumers.

In these two high schools, each teacher
gave a half-hour lesson on why and how
critical supplies required for national de
fense and essential civilian uses should
be conserved. The lesson followed an
outline prepared by the Consumer Divi
sion which is available for use In other
high schools. Following the classroom
lesson, a 7-mlnute dramatization of the
meaning of waste and how children can
cooperate in the defense effort by being
wise consumers was given by three stu
dents over the school intercommunica
tion system. The script for this drama
tization was also prepared by and is
available from the Consumer Division.
Assemblies were then held, with Mrs.
Roosevelt addressing the students on the

significance and meaning of the pledge.
Retailers in a number of cities also co
operated by running the pledge in their
advertising.

The Sons of Jewish War

Veterans, with a membership of 30.000,
and the Boy Scouts of America have

volunteered their services in distributing
the pledge.

Consumer Education Course
At the request of the Pennsylvania De
partment of Public Instruction, OPA's
Consumer Division, in cooperation with
the U. S. Office of Education, is prepai'ing an outline on consumer education
suitable for incorporation in the State
public high school system, It was an
nounced last week.

The outline will indicate what phases
of consumer education for national de

fense can best be taken up by the home
economics, social studies, business and

science departments, which are already
well established within the school sys
tem. When completed, the outline will
be made available to the Pennsylvania
public school system and, upon request,
to anyone interested.

★
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cern Is with selecting among these alterna

tive types of standards those that, while
serving the same ends, likewise give the con
sumer the best possible value for his money.
Our concern, that is to say, is not with

generalities about standards or grading sys

tems. but with this specific question; In a

particular situation, with respect to a given

Kaufmann appointed OPA
consultant on distribution
Appointment of Edgar J. Kaxifmann of
Pittsburgh, president of Kaufmann De

partment Stores, Inc., as consultant on
distribution problems for the Office of
Price Administration, was announced No
vember 11 by Administrator Henderson.
Mr. Kaufmann will advise OPA on

problems relating to pricing and distribu
tion of finished goods with special refer
ence to "scare buying," advise in the
preparation of price administration pro

grams in the finished-goods field, reduc
tion of waste in distribution, and prob
lems arising from unethical practices of
either retailers or manufacturers that
affect prices.

Seek cooperation of distributors

at the same time aid the consumer in getting

the Office of Price Administration.

of using or establishing standards.

The basis for cooperation has been
laid down in a letter from Lessing J.

vague, or otherwise imperfect, but still clearly

with the Office of Price Administration in

holding prices down," Mr. Henderson
stated. "We must continue to receive the
cooperation of the 1,700,000 distributors
in the country in maintaining prices at
fair competitive levels. At the same time

we must preserve our traditional forms of
doing business. This requires that fair
consideration be given to all distributors
including the independent store owners
and that both distributors and consumers
be so educated that a reasonable stand
ard of living is maintained. We expect
Mi-. Kaufmann to be of great aid in this

grading system make possible better use of
materials, plant capacity, and manpower, and
the best pOKlble value for his dollar?

Where
the answer is j-es. the Consumer Division will
be wholeheartedly and emphatically In favor

If the

standards are had, technically unsatisfactory,

Rosenwald, chief. Bureau of Industrial
Conservation, to Dr. Robert A. Brady,
chief, standards section of the Consumer

better than "nothing at all." the Consumer
Division will stiU be In favor of their use.
If standards do not exist, or for one reason

or another are not immediately feasible In

any particular commodity field, or are less
effective than some other device that better

Division. The text of the letter which
further defines the working plan is as

and more expeditlously serves the same ends,

follows:

standards.

then the Consumer Division will not favor

it—It will even oppose—the introduction of

The lollowlng is my understanding of ou*
discussion of yesterday afternoon.
The Bureau of Industrial Conservation will

be responsible for the handling of all simplffied practice procedure as defined below:
"A •Simplified Practice' i£ defined as a list
of sizes, varieties, types, or grades of products
which has been approved for regular stock

piirposes, after superfluous variety has been

"Retailers have cooperated admirably

commodity or service, will any standards or

factured with the objective of saving vital
materials for defense and essential civil
ian uses. The development of standards,
grades, and quality-identifying labels will
be handled by the Standards Section in

eliminated and which can be

without

involving

technical

carried out

standardiza

tion."

The Consumer Division of the Office ot

Price Administration will be respousible for

the handling of all standardization with the
understanding that aU work necessary in de

termining such standards from the point of
view of simplified practice will be handled Id
the Bureau of Industrial Conservation.

The Bureau of Industrial Conservation will

provide ofBce space for a representative of

the Consumer Division and everything which
the Bureau of Industrial Conservation does

In the simplified practice field will be open

to your representative.

Your representative

will take part In all procedures concerning
simplified practice where he considers It ad
vantageous to present the consumer's point
of view. A similar arrangement will be made
by the Consumer Division ror a representa
tive of the Bureau of Industrial Conservation

★

★

★

OPA speeds preparation of
ceilings on copper wire, cable
Work is being speeded by the Office of
Price Administration on preparation of

a price schedule establishing ceiling
prices on copper wire and cable, OPA
Administrator Henderson stated Novem
ber 14.

A meeting with a group of represent
atives from more than 30 companies in

the industry was held in Washington
November 13, and In addition Individual
conferences have been held with a long

list of companies in order to gather in

formation on price movements and re
lated data.

As a result of these meetings

a large amount of detailed information
on Industry price problems has been

effort."

on matters pertaining to standards developed

made available to OPA.

Mr. Kaufmann is a director of the
National Retail Dry Goods Association;
a trustee of the American Retail Federa

In your Division.

Price movements in the copper wire
and cable field have been irregular dur

tion : founder and associate staff member
of the Research Bureau for Retail Train

ing, University of Pittsburgh, and presi
dent of the Labor Standards Association
of Pittsburgh.

Standardization and simplification
Spheres of activity relating to stand
ardization and simplification

of con

sumer goods were defined November 13
in the announcement of an agreement
between the Standards Section, Con
sumer Division of the Office of Price Ad
ministration, and the Bureau of Indus
trial Conservation of the Office of Pro
duction Management.

The agreement delegates to the Bureau
of Industrial Conservation responsibility

relating to simplified practices, that is,

If questions arise regarding Jurisdiction

under this agreement, they wUl be settled

by direct conference between you and me.

I am exceedingly happy that this arrange

ment has been consummated as I think it

ing the past year with some products
moving up as much as 40 percent while

wiU serve as a practical basis for close co
operation between the two Bureaus.

others have held virtually constant.

In order that producers, distributors,
and consumers may clearly understand
the general position of the Consumer

some quotations being reduced substan

Division with reference to standards. Dr.

Brady added the following comments:
The Standards and Consumer Needs work
ol the Consumer Division has been under

taken, to develop the use of standards, grades,

and quallty-jdentifylng labels that will effec
tively assist the defense program by provid
ing aids for the more adequate protection ot
consumer Interests.

It Is

not, however, the purpose of the

Sundards Section of the Consumer Division

It

is expected that the price schedule will
take account of these varying trends with
tially below present levels. The Industry
was asked not to charge prices higher
than those prevailing October 15, in a

letter sent to the industry on October 29.
*

★

★

Manufacturers' excise tax
was elective October 1

to promote standards as such, but only those
standards that are ol definite and Immediate
value to ultimate consumers and are demon-

strably feasible in specific situations.

Other

sections of OPM and OPA are concerned

with aimpllficatlon, standards, and specifica
tions as they relate to conservation and bet

the reduction in the niunber of various

ter use of materials, manpower, and plant

styles, types, or grades of products manu

capacity for belligerent purposes.

Our con

A story appearing on this page Novem
ber 4 stated that the manufacturers' ex

cise tax went into effect October 14. This
was an error. The manufacturers' excise
tax was effective October 1.

★
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PRODUCTION...
Harrison reviews armament output:

lieve that the brilliance of their perform

up to expectations, but program doubled

ance in directing, designing, and con
structing these far-fiung bases will be
cherished by the Corps in the genera
tions to come.

Speaking before the National Rivers
and Harbors Congress in Miami, Novem
ber 13. W. H. Harrison, Director. 0PM
Production Division, declared: "Impres

sive as are current over-all results—yet

by the very nature of things, they are
far from satisfactory—the reason for
this is not so much that production levels
are not what they might have been, but
rather because the job which must be
done is a job where results are never
good enough ... It is a race and tomor
row we may be too late."

Further excerpts:

tleships recently made ready for fleet
service, and of the launching of three
new high-speed cruisers. The number
of destroyers, submarines, and patrol
craft completed this year will be reas
suring. At the present rate of progress
a balanced two-ocean Navy will be a
reality well in advance of any estimates
previously thought possible.
Two figures help show the magnitude
of the naval job. The present fleet to

tals l'/4 million tons.

2V4 million tons

are to be added.

The completion of new merchant ves

Many of you may recall that a year
ago the concept of the program was to
train and eQuip an Army of 1,400.000
men, provide strategic materials and
supplies for a larger force, build to round

out a two-ocean Navy, and provide for
an expansion of the merchant marine

fleet. In all, expenditures of 28 billions
were in sight.
Now the concept is:

1. To provide for a considerably
greater force of our own;
2. Advance the building of the twoocean Navy;
3. Produce to serve as the "arsenal

for democracy," our production to in
clude munitions, materials, and sup
plies for Britain, Russia, China, and
their Allies; and

sels is now at the rate of eight 10,000-ton
cargo vessels per month.

A rate of more

than 50 per month should be reached

by the middle of next year, about two
a day.

Better than a million tons will
be constructed this year, and 5 to 6 mil
lions next year. The significance of
these figures becomes apparent when it
is realized that the present merchant
fleet totals some 10 million tons.
All the romance of ships is not found
on the sea. There is much of it in the
building of the operating bases and the

make posible for the handling of much
of these supplies.
Expenditures of something over 60 bil

merchant

fleets.

Little is heard of this. Such a striking
job has been done that no one talks
of it.

The first stage of aircraft production,
light and medium bombers, patrol, dive,
scout, and pursuit fighters, observation,
primary and basic trainers, is very grat

be made to hold to a minimum the dis

engine bombers with their increased fire

ruption of the going way of

power and heavier protective armor are,
of course, limited in production. But
new facilities are nearing completion,

ably well-equipped with basic training
implements. In large measure what
they lack in equipment grows out of the
urgency of lend-Iease needs.

Two-ocean Navy ahead of schedule
On the Navy side, each month sees

construction of these plants.

Small arms, machine guns, smokeless
powder can be signaled out as being
abreast of schedules. Antiaircraft, anti
tank guns, field artillery, and TNT are
not up to needs.
The production c-f small-arms ammu
nition—an urgent item—despite the rec
ord of construction of the several new

plants, is just now breaking through.

Not enough tanks
While our present tank output is size
able and within a month or two will be at

sure.

The second stage, primarily weapons
of offense, long range, heavy duty 4-

Now, as to taking count of stock.

are now in partial or complete operation
and additional units are being made
ready each week. Approximately IVi
billion dollars have been appropriated for

the rate of more than half the previously

and

And, underlying all of this, is the very
sound philosophy that every effort should

Upwards of 1,500,000 men are in train
ing. They are well-housed and reason

substantially all—in fact more than 30

set maximum, this is not enough. The
lease-lend need for tanks is pressing.
This is a phase of the program that is in
for vast expansion and extreme pres

naval

ifying.

needs.

construction of new plants and arsenals

is well advanced. In round figures, a
total of 70 special-purpose plants are
contemplated. Work is under way on

panded

lions are in sight.

civilian

In ordnance and directly related items,
the phase of the program involving the

construction of new facilities for the ex

Aircraft production gratifjing

4. To provide for the bottoms to

Ordnance constructioD well advanced

and quantity production should be effec

tive before many months have gone by.
As this accelerated air program was
unfolded there developed an urgent need
for the construction of large bomber as
sembly plants, training fields and depots
for upkeep and repair.

There also devel
oped the need for extensive and pioneer
ing construction work on the Atlantic

a substantial number of the new com

bases.

batant vessels and auxiliaries added to
the fleet. You know of the two new bat

Corps of Engineers of the Army.

These jobs were turned over to the

I be

You will understand my inability to
give specific figures. You may be sure,
though, that over-all production is up to
expectations—well in advance of any
yardstick that might be applied in rela
tion to the World War effort. Expendi
tures totaled 1.4 billion dollars in Sep
tember and 1.5 billions last month.

Over-all results not satisfactory
Impressive as are current over-all re

sults, yet by the very nature of things
they are far from satisfactory. The rea
son for this is not so much that produc
tion levels are not what they might have
been but rather because the job wliich
must be done is a job where results are
never good enough. And they are never
good enough because the yardstick is a
yardstick of time—a race against time—
a race where none of us is, nor none of us
can afford to be. spectators. It is a race
and tomorrow we may be too late.
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Passenger auto problems

Duplex process recommended for Indiana

to be discussed November 19

steel plant to increase production

Passenger automobile production prob
lems will be discussed at a meeting No
vember 19, with members of the passen

A proposal to increase materially the
capacity of the Inland Steel Co. plant at

proposal not only eliminates the neces
sity of providing scrap for the conversion

Indiana Harbor, Ind.. largely through a
more advantageous use of existing finish

of the increased pig iron capacity, but

will provide additional home scrap for

ing facilities, was recommended to the
Defense Plant Corporation November 12
by OPM Director General Knudsen.
The proposal is in addition to the 900,000 ton pig iron capacity increase at
Inland, for which the Defense Plant Cor
poration signed an agreement to advance

U5€ in existing open hearth furnaces.

ger car subcommittee of the Automotive
Defense Industry Advisory Committee,
and Government officials.

The passenger car subcommitte was
asked to meet with officials of the Divi
sion of Civilian Supply to discuss Febru

ary output and other problems arising
from recent orders issued by the divi
sion through the Director of Priorities.
The automotive passenger car subcom
mittee is composed of: I. T. O'Brien, De
troit. representing Chrysler; R. C. Cos-

grove. Cincinnati, Ohio. Crosley; H. M.
Northrup, Detroit, Hudson; G. W, Mason.
Detroit. Nash-Kelvinator; Thomas W.

Skinner. Dearborn, Mich., Ford; Albert
Bradley, Detroit, General Motors; Wil
liam Packer, Detroit, Packard: J. W.
Praser, Toledo, Ohio. Willys-Overland;
and Paul Hoffman, South Bend, Ind.,
Studebaker.
*

*

*

Expansion of plane, tank part
capacity asked for tube plant
A program to increase production of
badly needed aircraft bearing tubing and
tank-tread pins and bushings has been
recommended to the Defense Plant Cor

poration, It was announced November 12
by OPM Director General Knudsen.
An addition of 24,000 tons of electric

alloy steel ingot capacity is proposed for
the Babcock and Wilcox Tube Co. plant
at Beaver Falls, Pa., together with vari
ous finishing facilities which will permit

more of the plant's capacity to be turned
to these special products.

The program was proposed in two re
ports prepared by W. A. Hauck, steel
consultant.
it

*

*

TEXTS OF ORDERS
Texts of all official notices of OEM
agencies, as printed in the Fedehal Reg

ister, are carried in the weekly Supple
ment of Defense. The Supplement will
be mailed to any paid subscribsr of
Defense on request to the Distribution
Section, Division of Information, OEIM.

$34,000,000 on September 29.
The new Increase, according to the re

port of W. A. Hauck, steel consultant,
will "by utilizing existing facilities, in
cluding equipment and buildings, be able
to produce approximately 60,000 tons of
ingots monthly with the use of the duplex
process." By revamping the present strip
mill, additional steel plate and other
products vital to defense production can
be turned out.

Provides (or 42,000-toti increase
The report sets forth that the proposed
installation will provide in the quickest
possible time an estimated increase of
42,000 tons of finished steel products
monthly, all of which are in urgent
demand.

Of special advantage is the fact the

Name changed to ^'Bureau of

Industry Advisory Committees'^
The name of the Bureau of Clear
ance of Defense Industry Advisory Com

mittees has been officially changed to
Bureau of Industry Advisory Committees

The importance of this is reflected in
a recent quotation from Chairman E. L.
Ryerson of Inland, that "the company's
reserves of steel scrap are being steadily
diminished and this may result in cur
tailment of operations unless the avail
able supply of scrap improves."

Demand ^eater than capacity
Demand for the type of products made
at the Inland plant is larger than present

capacity and is constantly increasing, the
report says. Current schedules are made
up almost entirely of defense orders and
the total backlog of orders is now equiv
alent to 6 months' capacity production.

The plant pr '••'ces steel plates, struc
tural shapes, bars,.. je rounds, and shell
steel forgings, blooms and billets.
The duplex process mentioned in the

report is one where hot metal is placed
in a bessemer, blown and then sent to
an open hearth while It is still molten.

Many hours of melting time are saved
by the process, thus increasing produc
tion.

the formation of the technical and statis
tical subcommittee of the hosiery indus
try advisory committee.
Members of the subcommittee are:

Earl Constantine, National Association of
Hosiei-y Manufacturers, New York, N. Y.;
G. Allan Dash, Jr., Wharton School of
Finance and Commerce, University of

according to an announcement by Sidney
j. Weinberg, chief of the Bureau. The

Pennsylvania; Taylor R. Durham, South
ern Hosiery Manufacturers Association,

council of the Office of Production Man

Charlotte. N. C.: Alfred Hoffman, Ameri
can Federation of Hosiery Workers, Phil
adelphia; George F. Lang, Full Fashion
Hosiery Manufacturers of America, Inc.,
Philadelphia.

agement made this change at its meeting
of November 4, 1941, by adopting Regu
lation No. 7-A which provides:

"Regulation No. 7, dated June 24.
1941, is hereby amended as follows:
"1. The name of Bureau of Clearance
of Defense Industry Advisory Committees
Is changed to Bureau of Industry Advis
ory Committees.
"2. Committees created pursuant to
Regulation No. 7 will be known as Indus
try Advisory Committees."
*

★

*

Hosiery technical subcommittee
The Bureau of Industry Advisory Com
mittees of OPM announced November 14

The first meeting of the subcommittee
was scheduled for November 18.
*

★

*

MATS OF CHARTS
Mats of the pictorial statistics appear
ing weekly on the cover of Defense are
available in newspaper-column size on

request to Distribution Section, Division
of Information, Office for Emergency
Management, Washington, D. C.
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CONSERVATION . . .
0PM reviews metals with industrialists:

copper demand 150,000 tons, supply 128,197
ing in new scarcities.

only an estimated 128,197 tons of this

per mine available to us," Dr. Jeffries

date most substitutions effected were of
one metal for another, inevitably result

"The biggest cop

critical metal Is available. It was revealed

said, "is conservation of our existing

November 14 at the final session of a

supply, and the increase of the flow of
scrap copper back into industry."

The meeting at the OfBce of Production

Management was the first general gath
ering of the recently formed Engineers'
Defense Board with OPM officials from

all sections of the Materials Division and

the Bureau of Industrial Conservation,
the OfBce of Scientific Research and De
velopment, and technical experts from
many Industries. The general purposes

of the all-day session, as outlined by the
chairman. Dr. C. K. Leith, consultant on
minerals in OPM, were to hear reports
on previous meetings of the engineering
board, and to outline methods by which

One prospect of a major saving of cop
per stocks lies in the projected substitu
tion of steel for brass on cartridge cases

and bullet jackets, it was said. However,
although experiments are now under way
In conjunction with Army and Navy Ord
nance technicians, it was estimated that
production on a large scale in this field

might not be possible for about eighteen
months. Members of the staff of OPM
and representatives of. the Army and
Navy were to meet again this week to
discuss results of recent experiments.

Nickelproduction below defeose need
Considerable attention was devoted to

conservation of scarce materials could be

nickel. David Uebelacker, of OPM. re

achieved through substitution of less

ported that aJthough somewhat more

critical materials.

SaWaife will partially fill gap
The

Engineers' Defense

Board is

headed by Robert E. McConnell, formerly
chief of OPM'sConservation Bureau, and
includes five representatives each from

the six national engineering societies,
civil, mining and metallurgical, mechan
ical, electrical, automotive and chemical.

tion of most of the trim on automobiles,
it was pointed out.

With a demand for more than 150,000
tons of copper for direct military and
lend-lease use dxaring the current month,

conference of members of the Engineers'
Defense Board and representatives of sci
entific and industrial groups.

tion is also possible through a substan
tial cut in the use of stainless steel in
civilian manufactures, and the elimina

Hie "ever-present specter" of the tin
supply from the East being cut off con

fronts industries requiring this metal,
Erwin Vogelsang of OPM declared. Al-

though a substantial supply of tin is on

hand, he stated, demands are increasing
constantly, and necessity has already
arisen for the introduction of substitutes

wherever possible. Lead, too, must be
conserved, other speakers declared, since

the United States at present is importing
about 40 percent of its current needs.
Tungsten to be short
Conservation of manganese is being
achieved through the revision of specifi
cations for its use in manufacturing
steel, another report Indicated.

With

out impairing the quality of the steel, it
has been shown, a 10-percent decrease in
the use of manganese can be effected.
During the current year approximately
18,000 tons of tungsten have been avail

able, and have been entirely used, while

than 17 million pounds were needed for
direct and indirect defense needs during
the month of December, production esti

for the coming year, with an estimated
demand of 25.000 tons, production for
1942 is expected to total only 23,000 tons.

mates were half a milUon to a million
pounds less. Pointing out that nickel is
required in practically every phase of

is hoped that the shortage may be made

the defense program, he said that during
the month of November about 70 percent
of the available supply went directly to
steel mills, some 8 percent to iron and

Through conservation or substitution, it
up.

Much the same situation exists in

regard to molybdenum, it was stated,
where the 1942 demand is expected to
reach 48 million pounds, as against a
predicted production of only 45 million

The committee will serve in an advisory

steel foundries, 6 percent to brass mills,

pounds.

and consultant capacity to OPM and
other defense agencies.

end more than 8 percent into rolled
nickel products. He said 2.4 percent

General discussion of potential short
ages in all the vital metals revealed that

In discussing the expected copper
shortage, it was pointed out that an
estimated 14,000 tons of scrap copper is
expected to be salvaged, partially filling
the predicted gap. In addition, it was
said that some of the defense demand
might be intended for production use
later than during the present month.

Under any circumstances, however, the
figures quoted were a fair representation
of the extremely "tight" situation in the

supply of copper as against constantly
increasing demands.

Conservation is "the biggest mine"
Dr. Zay Jeffries, of the OPM copper
section, praised industry for Its efforts to

Introduce substitutes wherever possible
In place of copper, but warned that to

went to the electro-plating Industry, not

in estimates of stock piles, Army and

directly allied to defense, in an effort to

Navy consultants have asked that needs

keep approximately 2,500concerns in this
field in operation.

Chrome snpply lines are Ion;
CuiTent or predicted problems con

for a three-year period be kept in mind.
H. Leroy Whitney, of the iron and

steel section of OPM, said that present
estimates of total production of alloy
steel in 1842 indicate that the demands

fronting defense industry in procuring

of the Army and Navy may be barely

sufficient quantities of other vital metals
were also outlined at the meeting. Of
the estimated 900,000 tons of chrome

met, with no provision for civilian needs.
Recent experiments being conducted

expected through importation In 1942,
more than one-third would be lost if
only one of the three foreign sources were
cut off by extension of war areas or lack

of transportation facilities. At the pres
ent time, reports indicated, total supplies
available are just about equal to demand.
Intensive efforts are being made to in
crease domestic production. Conserva

jointly by technical experts in industry
and Government, it was noted, offer
great possibilities for the use of sub
stantial quantities of alloy steel which
are at present unusable.

"Pet formulas"

of some manufacturers must be replaced
by revised specifications which will con
serve vital materials and still do the
necessarily
phasized.

efficient

job,

it

was

em
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HOUSING . . .
1942 may be second biggest building year
since 1930, new survey indicates

49,623 defense homes
ready, Palmer reports
Charles P. Palmer, Coordinator of De

The volume of construction in 1942

may be greater than in any year since
1930, with the exception of 1941—despite
dtfBcuIties

of

building

in

nondefense

areas, according to a survey by the Bu
reau of Research and Statistics, 0PM,

military construction program may in

fense Housing, announced November 13

crease from ZV2 billion dollars last July

that 1,539 new publicly financed homes

to about 6V2 billion dollars next July and
may possibly increase to more than 8
billion dollars by 1943.

for families of defense workers and en

This is based on present estimates for

listed personnel had been completed dur
ing the week ending November 8, making

throughout 1942. irrespective of what

program outlined here would have to be

a total of 49,623 now ready for occupancy.
With 1,610 homes going into construc
tion during the week, the total of pub
licly financed homes now being built or

happens to nondefense construction.
The figures released November 10 are
based on a more recent survey than those

changed.

completed reached 103,792.

The construction industry as a whole,
therefore, will have a very active year

issued by OPM on October 10. 1941.
Should there be only 1 billion dollars

of nondefense construction in 1942, in
addition to defense housing, the total
volume of construction will be greater
than any year since 1929, with the ex

the strengths of the armed forces.
Should that program be increased, the

The total defense construction pro
gram in July 1941 was less than 6 billion
dollars; by January 1942 it is expected

that the accumulative program will ap
proximate 9 billion dollars: by July of
1942 it may reach 12 billion dollars, and
in 1943 it may reach 15 billion dollars.

Federal funds have already been al
lotted for 123,379 defense homes.
P H A - inspected privately financed
homes started during the week totaled
3.274. Since January of this year. 189,804 such homes have gone into construc
tion.

ception of 1941.
Not all kinds of construction will en

joy this activity, it was added. Archi
tects in certain areas may run short of
work and material yards and construc

tion laborers may be hard hit.

But this,

it is felt, should be an incentive for de

Total defense construction valued

at $7,958,203,000 on October 1
On October 1, 1941, the value of de

struction

valued

at

$4,649,793,000,

of

fense construction—completed, in prog

which $2,065,421,000, or 44 percent, was

vising new techniques for construction

ress, and scheduled—amounted to $7,958.-

in place on October 1.

without the use of critical materials.

203,000, the Bureau of Research and Sta
tistics, OPM, reported November 12.

ber $214,744,000 of the work, or 5 per

Present estimates suggest that there

maye be a drop of 65 percent in strictly
nondefense construction

from

1941 to

1942. Including defense housing in the
nondefense item, there may still be a
drop of 50 percent. There is, however,

cent, was put in place.

Construction valued at $3,647,426,000
was in place. This included completed

program came to $3,308,410,000 of which

and semicompleted projects, and repre

$1,582,005,000 or 48 percent, was in place.

sented 46

September construction was valued at
$224,423,000.
The following table shows the dollar

percent of the defense con

no assurance whatever that the critical

struction program to date, 54 percent of
scheduled construction remaining to be

items wUl be made available for even

completed or undertaken.

this restricted volume of nondefense
construction. It Is pointed out, there
fore, that every effort should be made to

in place on October 1, $439,167,000 or 6
percent of the total program was erected

make critical materials go as far as pos

During Septem

Of the work

in September.

The military program Involved con

The nonmilitary defense construction

value of the defense construction pro
gram by type of construction as of Oc
tober 1, the value in place, the amount
and percentage of construction sched
uled still to be exoended:

sible so that there may be as much con
struction as possible.

REPORTED DEFENSE CONSTRUCTION' SCHEDULES i AS OF OCT. 1, IMl
{In thouiandi of dollart]

Military construction may double
The currently scheduled program for
Type of construction •

the construction part of Government-

financed industrial facilities is about 2^4
billion dollars. It was a little over 1.5
billion dollars In July and it is antici
pated that it may exceed 2% billion dol
lars by January, approximately 4 billion
dollars by July of next year, and approxi
mately 5 billion dollars by January 1943.

Total program July 1.
1940 to Oct.

All other military construction
Government financod industrial facilities (United States and
Briiisb Oovernments)
Prirately financed plant oxpansion '
Defense housing and community facilities'

To be ex

Percentage of

total prograiB
to be ex
pended

1, 1941

1, 1941

1 7. S», 203

3,647,420

4,619,793

2,06S, 421

4,310,777
2, 534, 372

£4.2
S5.9

1,097,759
2,932,034

1,09S, 945
969,476

001,814
1,932, 668

36.4

2, 207.230

1,073,036

3S8,G80
742,600

238, 686
369, 7B6

1,133, 695
120, oes

SI. 4
33.5
C3.7

1, I94t

Total defense construction

Value In

place Oct. pended Oct.

472, 716

C7.a

It is pointed out. however, that these

figures are tentative and are guided by
the program of the Army and Navy and
by events abroad.
There are indications that the direct

• Does Dot include data for coostruction programs nbicb bave not bcco reduced to a schedule basii.

'Cbasged from previous report due Co moredetailed data from reporting agencies, and changes in classiScatloas.

'Program may be increased to over $10,000,000,000 by work not yet scheduled, but wbicb will probably be an

nounced bctore the end of 1942.

< Under "accelerated depreciation" program, Sccond Berenue Act of IMO.
' Preliminary.
Source: OFM Bureau of Research and Stetistici
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MATERIALS .. .
Batty impressed with Russians' abilities,
urges American supplies be sped
Acquaintance with Russian mechanics,
soldiers, and officials has removed his

der of the Russian armies.

They were

doubt as to their ability to use our war

fully prepared to suffer heavy losses in
terms of men, materials, and territory

materials to advantage, and convinced

and still go on fighting.

him that we must send all the equipment
we can with great speed, W. L. Batt, OPM
Materials Director, said in a broadcast
address recently. He had just returned

temptuous of the very suggestion of a sep

from Moscow, where he went as a member
of the Joint American-British mission.

They were con

but I do know the Russians are not kill

ing Germans with propaganda. And yet
German losses most surely are very high.

arate peace with Germany, and I am sat

He saw what they can do

isfied they meant it.

I do not know exactly how many air
craft workers the Russians have, but I
do know that the ones we saw were not

We saw the Russians moving heavy in
dustrial equipment back from the fight

ing zones, through Moscow, and into tha

Excerpts follow:

actors.

Perhaps the factories we saw

were the best they had, but they clearly

Five weeks ago the President directed
me to go to Moscow with the joint Brlt-

demonstrated what the Russians ca?i do.

TOOLS ALLOCATED FOR RUSSIA

ish-American mission to confer with the

Russians on the problem of aid for the
Soviet Union.

I did not go the front but I can attest
that Moscow, which obviously is one of
the German objectives, Is practically un
damaged and seems to be prepared for a
long, bitter fight.
I do not speak the Russian language,

At that time 1 was un

The OPM Priorities Division last
week directed about 35 manufacturers

easy in my own mind about the wisdom

to accept, under certain conditions,

of diverting to Russia any substantial
quantities of materials or equipment
needed in this country. Like many other

Russian orders for machine tools esti

mated to cost 10 to 15 million dollars.

Page 4.

many Americans were hesitant about aid
to Russia because of their dislike of the

Soviet form of government.
After spending several weeks in Lon
don and Moscow, we have just returned
to this country and I come back with a

fighting night and day—^fighting gal
lantly and well, fighting against a com
mon enemy.

The further fact remains

that since they most certainly have less
mechanical equipment than the Ger

Americans I assumed the Russians to be
good agriculturists but poor technicians.

I knew that many military experts be
lieved that the days of Russian resistance
were numbered. Then, too. I knew that

So regardless of whether we saw only
the best of what the Russians have, the
fundamental fact remains that they are

Interior, to be set up elsewhere and re

mans have, they must be making good
use of what they have.
It is also fundamental that Britain and

sume production.

ready they looked like soldiers.

are pledged to see this war
through—never to quit.
Backed by the United States, they have
a tremendous potential superiority in
raw materials and industrial capacity for

Talked with Stalin

the production of weapons of war. They
can win—if they get enough help soon

We saw new recruits maixhing through

the streets of Moscow on their way to
the Army. I don't know whether they
had received previous training, but al

We saw and talked with Stalin.

I wish

Russia

enough.

profound conviction.

I could adequately describe for you the

Mahe the most of their eqaipment

dinner he gave for our mission at the

If Russia goes down.. .

Kremlin. The most remarkable thing
about it was the atmosphere of the place.
One of the greatest battles of history was

If Russia goes down, the position of
Great Britain and the United States will

raging not more than a hundred miles

be difficult.

We

saw Russian

mechanics

assem

bling British and American airplanes.
They worked with impressive intelligence
and imagination and speed. They worked
long hours. They had very little equip
ment but did incredibly well with what
they had.

We saw perfectly satisfactory landing
fields built under the greatest of difB-

away.

Yet here in a great hall we sat

If Russia goes down and is foUowed by

with Stalin and his ofScers and officials.

Britain, the United States will be alone

Stalin himself seemed intelligent, and

in the world with the most gigantic sin

amazingly well-informed.

There was an

air of safety and confidence—of calm

resolution and of unshakeable courage.

culties and in remarkable time.

We saw an aircraft factory and an
airplane engine plant. We could see few
differences between them and similar
plants in the United States. As far as

one could judge their inspection stand
ards compai'ed favorably with ours.
We saw many Russian officers and offi
cials and spent long hours in conference
with them. Almost without exception

they were capable, well-informed men.
They were confident that Hitler could

throw everything he had into the breach
and could never bring about the surren

What are the alternatives?

For the skeptics
Let me pause for a moment to say a
few words to the skeptics. I suppose that
even now there are a few listening in

who are saying to themselves, "They only
saw what the Russians wanted them to
see." To them, Jet me say this:

I am not a military strategist, but I
do know that the Russians are not stop
ping German tanks merely by showing
the Nazis only their best anti-tank guns.
Yet the Russians plainly are stopping
many German tanks.

gle military machine

ever assembled

sworn to destroy us; and the greatest in

dustrial strength ever under one control
to back it up.
What, then should be our coui'se—from

a sensible, safe, and selfish viewpoint?
The answer is to deliver the goods—in
the greatest quantities and the shortest
time possible, by whatever means are
necessary, deliver them into the hands

of people who can use them and use them

well right now—against the enemy while
he is still thousands of miles from our
shores.

We have to recognize that we do have

troops in training that are not yet fully

★
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equipped. At the same time we must
recognize that there is no present use for
war equipment in this country other than
for training purposes. There
a lifeand-death use for war equipment in other

places this very minute. It can and will
be used—now—to stop the only force
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Steel leaders promise to fill arms needs;
defense officials to plan required types
Leaders in steel production, taking
part November II In the first industry

000.000 tons, but the deficit in scrap and
pig iron probably will cause a lag of

wide conference ever held with the Gov

7,000,000 tons.

Speakers at meeting

or Britain will be skillfully and coura

ernment on defense needs, promised to
supply all the steel needed for the arma

geously used.

ment program.

that could or would attack us.

I am con

vinced that whatever we send to Russia

I know it is needed.

"Of course there is a risk"
Is there a risk that some of the equip

ment we send may never get there?

Is

there a risk that after it does get there

some of it will be lost before it gets into
action?

Of course there Is that risk.

Of course

the transportation problem Is difScult.
But there is a long list of nations that
were afraid to take a risk in their own

interest. Today they are provinces or
protectorates of the conqueror into whose
hands they played by fearing to take a
risk.

Under these circumstances I am not

High defense officials, for their part,
pledged more precise definitions of needs,
to

diminish uncertainties which have

hindered production of the proper types
and quantities for delivery at the times
required. Arrangements were revealed
for long-range planning by the Army,
Navy, Maritime Commission and LendLease ofUcials, and for better timing in
moving steel from mills to factories and
shipyards.

No greater burden on a single industry
No greater burden has ever been
thrown on a single industry than that

which rests on the steel industry now.

beliefs of those who are fighting Hitler.
What does concern me is that the bitter

President Roosevelt said in a message
which called on management and labor

experience of others and our own en
lightened self-interest clearly dictate a

to cooperate In production.

course of action for us: that is to deliver

the hands of those who are fighting Naziism on their own soil, with their own

men. To put it bluntly, whatever it costs
to keep this war far away from our
shores, that will be a small price to pay.
*

★

*

Shifts in Materials staff

"We must set aside any individualistic

was

interest which interferes in the slightest

chairman

of

the

meetUig.

Mr. Allen were; E. G. Grace, president, Beth

lehem Steel Co., Sidney HUItnan. Associate
Director General, OPM: Donald M. Nelson,
Executive Director, SPAB. and Director OPM
Priorities Division: W. L. Batt, Director, Ma
terials Division, OPM; Jesse H. Jones, Sec

retary of Commerce and Administrator, Fed
eral Loan Agency; Leon Henderson, OPA Ad
ministrator: Rear Admiral Emory S. Land,
Chairman, U. 3. Maritime Commission; J. V.

Fonestal, Under Secretary of the Navy; John

J. McCloy, Assistant Secretary of War: Thomas
B.

McCabe,

administrative

consultant

to

Lend-Lease Administrator; Charles Halcomb,

W. A, Hauck. Stanley B. Adams, Dr. Georga
B- Walerhouse, H. LeRoy Whitney, and M.
of

the

Iron

and

Steel Branch,

OPM: Thomas Akin, preside; t, Lacleds Steel
Co.. George P. Wright, president, Wright Steel
ii Wire Co., Paul J. Kruesl, president. South
ern Ferro-Alloys Co., and L. Gerard Firth,
president, Firth-Sterllng Steel Co.
★

*

★

Drop forgingproducers asked to
halt prices at October 10 level

degree" with steel requirements to defeat
the Axis and keep essential industries go

Producers of drop forgings made of

ing. the President declared In the mes
sage. which was read by OPM Director

steel and steel alloys have been requested

General Knudsen. "The executives must,

on October 10. and a meeting of indus
try representatives has been called for

and I know they will, work with labor to

not to exceed the prices that prevailed

meet this test of their resources, and I

November 18 to discuss a longer-range

am equally as positive that labor will

price program. OPA Administrator Hen

work with the executives, for that pur

derson announced November 13.

pose is mutual—the protection of the

Invitations to the meeting, to be held
in New York, were sent to a representa

lives and the homes of the American peo

ple and of every free home on earth."

announced by Batt

D. Whiteslde. Chief, Iron and Steel

Brace, all

concerned with the social or economic

every plane, every tank, every pound of
material that we can possibly put into

A.

Branch,

Speakers In addition to Mr. Knudsen and

tive cross section of the drop forging

Industry.

Changes in personnel in the Division of
Materials, OPM, were announced Novem
ber 17 by W. L. Batt, director.

Expanding demands on producers
As an example of the rapidly expand

Many drop forging manufacturers are
booked to capacity for months ahead with
defen.se work. The general level of prices
has shown a substantial increase thus
far in 1941. OPA's action to stabilize

David A. Uebelacker, present chief of
the nickel branch, becomes chief of the
copper branch, succeeding John A.

ing demands on steel producers Mr.
Knudsen cited the requirements for
armor plate, with which it has been im
possible to keep up. In tanks alone, he

Church.

senior

said, the original call for an output of

because of indications that further ad

consultant for the copper branch.
Louis Jordan, assistant chief of the

400 a month has been stepped up to
1,000, with talk among defense ofQcials
now of 2,000 a month in the future.

vances were in prospect.
steel stock which is subjected to repeated

Lag due to scrap and pig iron shortage

blows between forming dies in a forging

Mr.

Church

becomes

nickel branch, has been named acting
chief.

Howard C. Sykes, present chief of the
mica, graphite branch, moves over to be
come chief of the stockpile and shipping
imports branch, succeeding Philo W.
Parker. Mr. Parker has served his agreed
term in OPM and is returning to private
business.

Howard P. Wierum. assistant chief
under Mi*. Sykes, replaces him as chief.

R. C. Allen, deputy chief of the OPM
Iron and steel branch in charge of raw
materials, said that 1942 steel produc
tion apparently will be held 4.000,000
tons below the indicated capacity of
87,000.000 toris because of a shortage in

scrap and pig iron.

In 1943, he said,

mills will be capable of producing 93.-

prices at the October 10 level was taken

Drop forgings are formed of heated

hammer. Forging designs and forms are
innumerable. They are used extensively
in heavy machinery and equipment, in
cluding steam and internal combustion

engines and machine tools. Crankshafts
and connecting rods in automobile, truck,
tank, and airplane engines are drop
forged.
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•

to the start of the dally Interviews with

Three special trains begin tour to help
manufacturers get defense work

manufacturers at 9 a. m., they are being

Inspected by city officials, civic leaders,
two representatives each of APL and CIO

unions, and representatives of the press
Three special trains left Washington's
Union Station November 10 to tour the

carpenter tools, pipe fittings, and other
normal products.

country with exhibits designed to help

The numbers of the six exhibit and

turers are being arranged by field offices

thousands of manufacturers, especially
the smaller ones, determine whether they

conference cars and the organizations
assigned to each are as follows; (1) Army

of the Contract Distribution Division of
OPM. Manxifacturers obtain admission

can do defense work.

Ordnance Department, (2) Army Air
Corps, (3) Corps of Engineers, Signal

by applying to the field offices nearest
them and, if they have not already done
so, supplying information regarding their
equipment. Each manufacturer is as
signed a definite time to visit the train,
and admission is by ticket only. Each

These defense specials were sent out by
the

Contract

Distribution

Division

of

0PM, directed by Floyd B. Odium, in co

Corps, Medical Corps, and Chemical War

fare Service, (4)

Quartennaster Corps,

operation with the Army, Navy, Maritime

Commission, Marine Corps, Treasury, and
the Prioiities and Labor Divisions of
Each train is made up of six cars of

parts, and two cars of living quarters for

ticular problem.

Field offices of the Contract Distribu

tion Division of OPM to help qualified

the staff of the 35 Government repre

maniifacturers get defense work have

sentatives.

been opened in four additional cities:

79 stops arranged

Chattanooga,
Building.

They

are

traveling

throughout

the

country, stopping in 79 cities to let manu

facturers from different regions inspect
the defense samples and interview staff
members.

During the stops in cities from the east
coast to the west and from the Great

Lakes to the Gulf, the *.„",\;Iing ofBcials
are striving to determine what type of
defense equipment manufacturers are
capable of producing and guide those with

suitable plants either to present defense
contractors, who have work they can
subcontract, or the proper Government
procurement offices. In some Instances,
the staff is initiating negotiations which,
carried through at regular field offices,
will result in contracts.

Airangements were made for the press
to visit the trains at Union Station in

Washington November 10, Just prior to
their departure. Interested Government

officials were also invited to go through
them.

Fall

River,

Tenn.—909-910

Mass.—27

James

South

Main

Street.

iMUcaster, Pa.—655 Woolworth Build
ing.

Wilkes-Barre. Pa.—528
tional Bank Building.

Miners

Na

This brings the total of Contract Dis
tribution field offices to 62.

Also displayed are many articles not
generally associated with defense needs,

such as chairs, harness, saws, and other

cester, Mass.; November 25-27. Springfield,
Mass.;

November

28,

Walerbury,

Coun.;

November 29, Poughkeepsle, N, Y.: December
1. Albany, N, Y.; December 2, Dtlca, N, Y.;
December 3, Syracuse, N. Y,; December 4,
Blnghamton. N. Y,; December 5, Scranton,
Pa.; December 6, Heading, Pa.; December 8,
Harrisburg, Pa.; December 9. Greensboro,
N. C,; December 10, Charlotte. N. C.; Decem

ber 11, Greenville, S. C.; December 12, At
Ga.;

December

13.

Macon,

Ga.;

Dtcemter 15, Tampa, Fla.; December 16,
Jacksouvtlle, Fla.; December 17, Columbia,

S. C.; December 18. Raleigh, N. 0.; and De
Train number 2, between November 10 and

Marine Corps, and Maritime Commission,
(5) Navy, (6) OPM and Procurement
Division of the Treasury.
The regular staff of each train in

cludes 16 Army officers, eight Navy of
ficers, a representative of the Maritime
Commission, eight representatives of the
OPM, and representatives of the Treas
ury, the Information Division of the Of

fice for Emergency Management, and the
railroads operating the specials.
A Marine Corps officer joins the staffs
at each stop.

items.

ber 18. Portland, Maine; November 19, Bangor,
Maine; November 20, Berlin. N. H.: Novem
ber 21, Rutland, Vt.; November 22-24. Wor

cember 19, Richmond, Va.

Distribution Division of OPM and pro

hundreds of other defense samples, as
well as photographs, blueprints, and de
tailed specifications of many additional

mingtou. Del., Trentcn, N. J., Bridgeport,
Coma., ^ovldence. R. 1., and Lynn. Mass.

lanta,

The exliibits Include gun parts, fuses,
bombs, flame throwers, fire extinguishers,

medical supplies, cargo ship parts and

PROGRAM OP VISITS
Between November 10 and November 17,
train cumber 1 was scheduled to visit WllThe rest of the schedule Js as (ollows: Novem

Extensive exhibits aboard

propeller parts and other plane accesso
ries, pumps, field hospital equipment and

Schedules of interviews with manufac

visitor is interviewed in regard to his par

NEW FIELD OFFICES

OPM.

samples of needed defense equipment and

and radio stations.

Field men of the Contract

November 17. was to visit Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Buffalo. N, Y,, Erie, Pa., and Akron. Ohio.
The rest of the schedule is: November 18,
Alcron. Ohio; November 19. Youngstown,
Ohio; November 21, Toledo, Ohio; November

22. Lansing, Mich.; November 24, Muskegon,
Mich.; November 25. South Bend, l&d.; No
vember 26 and 27, Milwaukee, Wls.; Novem
ber 28, Madison. Wls.; November 29 to

December 1. Minneapolis, Minn.; December 2
and 3.

Rock Island, HI.;

December 4. Dea

Molnes, Iowa; December 6. Omr.ha, Nebr.;

December 6-8. Springfield. 111.; December 9,
Jollet, lU.; December 10 and 11, Indianapolis,
Ind.; December 12, Evansvllle, Ind.; December

13. Louisville, Ky.; December 15 and 16, Cin
cinnati, Ohio; December 17, Columbus, Ohio;
December 18, Chftrleston, W. Va.; December

19, Lynchbing. Va.
Prom November 12-17. train number 3 was

scheduled to visit Denver, Colo., Billings,
Mont., and Salt Lake City, Utah. The rest

curement departments of the armed serv
ices also come aboard and assist while the

of the schedule follows; November 18, Boise,

trains are in their districts.

24. Portland, Greg.; November 26. Sacra
mento. Calif., November 27 and 28, Sr.n Diego,

Train No. I is traveling the eastern
seaboard, train No. 2 is going into the
middle west and train No. 3 is going to

Idaho; November 19, Spokaue, Wash.;

Calif.; November 29, Phoenix, Ariz.; Decem
ber 1, El Paso, Tex.; December 3. San An
tonio, Tex.; December 4. Houston. Tex.; De
cember 5, Dallas, Tex.; December 6, Oklahoma

the west coast and returning via the

City;

south.

cember 9,

The toiirs will end on December

19.

The specials are not open to the pub
lic at the various stops.

However, prior

No

vember 21 and 22, Seattle. Wash.; November

December 8,

Little Rock,

Memphis. Tenn.;

Ark.;

December

De
10,

Jackson, Miss.; December 11 and 12. New
Orleans, La . Mobile, Aln.; December 15. Bir

mingham, Ala.; December 16, Nashville,
Tenn.; December 17. Chattanooga, Tsnn.;
December 16, Enoxville, Tenn.

ir
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RANSPORTATION...
Consider needs of whole industry, avoid

Railroads increase fuel

hoarding supplies, truck operators urged

stores for own use

speaking before ttie National Trans

portation and Maintenance Meeting of
the Society of Automotive Engineers at
Cleveland, Ohio, November 14, Chairman
John L. Rogers of the Central Motor
Transportation Committee, Transporta
tion Division, OEM, urged the motortransport industry "to think ia terms
of "industry problems,' as well as 'indi
vidual problems,' and to be mutually
helpful in bearing the burden and privi
lege of national defense."
"I hope that the priority orders already
issued by 0PM will satisfactorily fulfill
their purpose." said Mr. Rogers, "which

there are operators who give up all too

easily if their first attempt to obtain
parts is unsuccessful. Suppose an op
erator needs a new axle. His dealer

On November 1, the railroads had
9,533,000 tons of coal stored for their own
use, an increase of 74 percent over the
5,480,000 tons which were stored on

can't supply him, nor can the nearest
factory branch, but he shouldn't abandon

November 1, 1940.

hope at that. There aren't many man
ufacturers of axles and exactly the same

tion the November 1 stock pile represents

type of axle our operator needs is used
in many other makes of trucks. Let him
try all the truck dealers in his vicinity,

supply a year ago.

and he may find what he needs. The
same applies to other parts and mate
rials: if the first cupboard is bare, try
another, and then another!"

Pamphlet oatlines vehicle care
The

Central

Motor

Transportation

On the basis of present daily consump

34 days' supply as compared to 23 days'
When coal-mlning operations were re

sumed early in May after the April stop

page, railroad fuel stocks had dwindled
to 2.538,000 tons. The industry was then
urged in view of probable increased traffic
to biUld up their stock pile during the
summer months when coal demands are

consistently lowest. Commissioner Budd

is to see that manufacturers are pro

Committee is working on a pamphlet

vided with a sufficient supply of materials

"which will be to the motor transport

has expressed to the industry his gratifi

to meet the civilian demand for vehicles

field what the famous Government guide
on 'The Care and Feeding of Infants'
is to another form of civilian activity!

made in this respect since that time.

and parts in the medium and heavy com
mercial vehicle fields."

. Maiatain reasonable inveotories
"The fear of coming shortages in mo

tor-vehicle parts may have induced some
operators to lay in stocks which will cover
their needs for a considerable period. It
is easy to understand their attitude, per
haps, for it is the duty of a good operator,
or any other kind of businessman, to an
ticipate the future as best he can. But
there is a distinction between 'prepared

ness' and plain downright 'hoarding,' and
our bus and truck operators must not

lay themselves open to criticism on this
score. The quickest way to create a
shortage is for everyone to order a lot
more than he reasonably needs, and this
is just as true of sugar as it is of truck
or bus parts. Heavy buying by some op
erators should not be allowed to harm
those users who are endeavoring only to
maintain reasonable inventories. I would
even go so far as to urge fleet users who
may have stocked up more than neces
sary on certain items to make these avail
able to their factory branches or jobbers
in case of need.

Doa't give up too easily
"Cue point to remember is that when
things get tough, a little ingenuity is
very helpful. Judging from some of the
correspondence 1 receive at Washington,

cation at the performance they have

This pamphlet, primerlike in its sim
plicity, will be addressed primarily to
the one- or two-truck operator, and will
Instruct him, in the most palatable man
ner possible, as to how to care for his
vehicles and thereby contribute to the
national defense."
★

★

★

CARLOADINGS CONTINUE
SEASONAL DECLINE
Revenue freight

★

★

★

the

week

ended

carloadings
November

8

during
totaled

873,585 cars, an increase of 12.2 percent

Export traffic hits new high
Cars of export freight, other than grain

over the 778,318 cars loaded during the
corresponding week in 1940, but a de-

or coal, unloadBd at Atlantic, Gulf, and

^1,000 cars under the

Pacific ports in October this year totaled

loadings for the week ended November 1,

63,413 cars, the largest number unloaded

indicating a continuation of the seasonal

In any one month since the compilation

decrease previously recorded.

of these statistics began in November

xhe details for major commodities for

1939, according to reports furnished to

Ralph Budd Transportation Commis-

ended November 8 and the cor-

responding week in 1940 follow:

sioner, by the Association of American

Rmlroads.

CARLOADINGS—WEEK ENDED NOVEMBER 8

This exceeded by 7,174 cars the previous

high record established in September this
year. In October 1940, there were 47,559

Pcrccnt
Increase

cars unloaded.
Cars of grain for export unloaded in
October this year at these ports totaled
3.232 compared with 685 in the same

ucts

month last year.

No congestion or delay to traffic exists

at any of the Atlantic, Gulf, or Pacific

ore

M^l^oeo^si

ports, due to the cooperation of rail-

roads, steamship lines, port authorities,
exporters, and shippers.

CumuUtiveViswMkV

33.816

35, 532
18. 706
lOi 568
13.437
42,455
56.045
153. UG6
382, B16

55, 667

2.3

156, 337
330.234

16.0

873. 585

778,318

12 2

3G. CS9,6S0 31,432.631

16.7

16.576
13S.083
11.817

38.799

5-1
13.2
21 a
13-7
9.4
1,7
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{Injormaiion lurnished through Office of Agricultural Defense Relations,

AGRICULTURE...

U. S. Department of Agriculture)

Noncritica! materials available

Farm, school, and community gardening
urged rather than "plowing up lawns"
In a recent report to Secretary Claude
R. Wickard, the Department of Agricul
ture garden committee recommended
greater emphasis on farm gardens and
expansion of school and commimlty
gardening to help provide better nutri
tion in both rural and urban areas.

The committee heJd that while there
have been many suggestions for "emer

for small farm buildings

Some garden supplies will be short.
From the standpoint of conservation of
seed supplies, fertilizer, and spray ma
terials, the committee said that more
efficient use could be expected on farms

and by small town and subiirban gar
deners who usually have better soil, more
skill, and greater opportunity for produc

The U. S. Department of Agriculture
pointed out last week that farmers do
not need to secure priorities for ordinary,
small farm structures which do not use

critical metals.

"There is no priority control on lum
ber, concrete, stone, brick and glass, and
about 70 percent as many nails as in

tion than is available to city gardeners.

1940

gency," "defense," or "war" gardens,
there is no emergency in sight that would
warrant Intensive city home vegetable

Improving ornamental and landscape
plantings about city homes was suggested

garden campaigns.

Into vegetable gardens.

using these materials alone are not af
fected by the recent housing order,"
David Meeker, assistant director of the
Office of Agricultural Defense Relations,

Some vegetables left in fields

Special effort by the Department of
Agriculture to make its gardening infor

as an alternative to turning city lawns

are

available.

Farm

structures

said.

goals for next year under the USDA

viduals and organizations wa^ recom

farm-defense program, the committee
points out, provide for even greater sup
plies than the abundant production of
this year which, in many areas, requited

mended as an aid in achieving the best

"Farm structures which require mate
rials under priority control should not
be planned at this time, unless a clear-

results.

cut case can be made that the structure

The

commercial

vegetable

acreage

extensive Government purchases to sup

mation available to all interested indi

Is essential to the defense program.

Don't plow up lawns, says Wickard
Commenting on the report of the com

port prices. Of the $84,432,195 spent by
the Surplus Marketing Administration

there will be no move to plow up the

for farm surpluses for direct distribution

parks and the lawns to grow vegetables

mittee, Secretary Wickard said, "I hope

"In other words, a farmer should have
no trouble getting materials to build a
chicken house or small barn, but any

structure using plumbing or central heat
ing equipment or structural steel or sim

during the last fiscal year. $14,333,908

as in the first World War.

was spent for surplus vegetables. Even
then some vegetables were left In the

commercial vegetable production for
next year are based on a thorough can

field because prices were not high enough
to pay harvesting and transportation

vass of the needs for improved nutrition

Office of Production Management or

and on prospective demand."

ders," Mr. Meeker said.

Goals for

ilar scarce materials would have to be

examined very carefully under recent

costs.

The committee felt that school and

community gardens under the supervi
sion of trained volunteer leaders should
make a

valuable defense contribution.

Services of county extension agents and

agricultural teachers would be available
to advise local garden project leaders.
Of the 67,000 schools that received sur
plus commodities last year, about 9,000
had school gai'den projects operating in

conjunction with the school lunch pro
grams. About 9,500 had canning projects
to provide supplemental food supplies.

of

Soil Conservation Service chief asserts
Power

losses

and

shortages

in

the

Southeast may be traced to soil erosion
as well as reduced stream flow, the Soil
Conservation Service of the Department
of Agriculture has reported.

Silting surveys conducted by the Soil
Conservation Service in the Carolinas,

Georgia, and Alabama show that in an

Community gardens useful
Expansion

Erosion is a factor in power shortage,

community

gardens

average period of 25 years, water storage
capacities of major power reservoirs have

where adequate space and suitable soil

been reduced by 370,000 feet.

are available was recommended

reservoirs are located In farming country,

as a

means of supplementing supplies of veg
etables and other farm commodities pur
chased by the Government and
distributed through State relief agencies
to needy families as well as for school
lunch programs.
Farm production goals for 1942 pro
vide for an Increase of about 90,000 acres

In

commercial

vegetable

production.

The goals also call for an Increase of

1,300,000 in the number of farm gardens.

All these

and most of the sediment is washed from
farm lands.

eventually face severe shortages of water
storage possiblUites.

CoQserration covers 105,000,000 acres
In the Southeastern States, farmers
have organized 105 soil conservation dis
tricts embracing 105 million acres. Tlie

Service provides technical help for survey
and farm planning work, certain ma
terials and labor where they are needed
to get conservation measures started.
Recommended

conservation

measures

Include reforestation, terracing, strip-

cropping, contour farming and retire
ment of severely eroded land to perma

Danger if present rate continues

nent legume and grass crops.

Dr. H. H. Bennett, chief of the Service,

Dr. Bennett cites work on the High

said sedimentation can be reduced to only
a small fraction of existing rates if ade

Point, N. C., reservoir watershed as an
example of how conservation work keeps
silt out of the reservoirs. The program
has in 5 years reduced the load of silt,
soil, and debris carried into the reservoir
25 percent.

quate conservation measures are applied
on watersheds and reservoirs.

If the

present rate of silting continues, Dr.
Bennett warned, the Southeast will

★
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PURCHASES...
Pittsburgh Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.: cold-

73 Certificates of Necessity in 2 weeks
A total of 73 Certificates of Necessity

were issued to 69 corporations from Octo

ber 16 to 31, inclusive, the National De
fense Advisory Commission announced
this week. These certificates were issued
in connection with the construction and

drawn and pressure tubing; $113,000.
Pre^d & Welded Steel Products Co., Inc.,

A. P. Green Fire Brick Co., Mexico, Mo.;
Are bricks, etc.; $109,000.

Hammond Aircraft Co., South San Fran

cisco. Calif ; aircraft parts, etc.; $52,000.
Hercules Machine Tool

Die Co., Detroit,

Mich.; gages, dies, etc.; $2,000.
Hobart Bros. Co., Troy, Ohio; motor gen

erators, welders, compressors, etc.; $111,000.
The Langley Instrument & Machine Co.,

acquisition of new plant and manufac

San Diego. Calif.; airplane parts and Instru

turing facilities, the estimated cost of

ments; $29,000.

which was $7,600,000.

moving machinery; $253,000.

Alvey Conveyor Manitfactmlng Co., St.
Louis. Mo.; conveying machinery; $22,000.
Allied Products Corporation. Detroit, Mich.;
aircraft engine and machine gun part3;
$293,000.

American Car & Foundry Co., New Yort,

N. T.; mine sweepers and steel tank Ughters;
$20,000
Anaconda Wire &

Cable Co., New York,

N. Y.; shipboard cable; »56.000.

Axelson Manufacturing Co.. Vernon, Calif.:
engine lathes and landing gear olios for air
planes; $34,000.
The Barrett Co., New Yorfc, N. Y.; carbolic
oil, etc.; $106,000.

LeTourneau Co. of Ga.. Toccoa. Ga.; earthR. G. LeTourneau. Inc., Peorla, 111.; earth-

moving machinery; $267,000.

Liberty Tool & Die Corporation, Rochester,
N. Y.; tools, dies, fixtures. Jigs, etc.; $160,000.

Louisiana Power & Light Co.. New Orleans,
La.; electric
Louisville

Co.,

San

Francisco,

Calif.; repairing, etc., of ships; $92,000.
Michigan

Limestone

&

Chemical

Co.,

Rogers City, Mich.; limestone; $495,000.
Missouri Institute of Asronautics, Slkeston,

Mo.; flying instructions: $45,000.

$4,000.

sulfuric acid; $460,000.
The Mosler Safe Co..

Monsanto Chemical Co., St. LouU, Mo.;
HamUton,

Ohio;

Ind.; aircraft carburetors and other parts;

light armor plate; $5,000.

$31,000.

The National Twtst Drill & Tool Co.. De
troit. Mich.; twist drills, etc.; $12,000.

Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem. Pa.; armor
bolts, studs and nuts; $215,000.

The Bodlne Corporation, Bridgeport, Conn.;

castings for machine tools; $75,000.
John A- Roebllng's Sons Co., Trenton. N. J.;

copper strand for welding cable; $15,000.
The Russell Manufacturing Co.. Middletown, Conn.; cotton webbing for
equipment; $77,000.

Sangamo

Electric

Co.,

military

Springfield.

HI.;

transmitters, condensers, capacitors; $19,000.
Scovlll Manufacturing Co.. Waterbury.
Conn.; metal parts for fuzes and boosters;
$87,000.

Semet-Solvay Co.. New York, N. Y.; coal and

byproducts; $437,000.
Pittsburgh, Pa.; steel cast and forged gears;
$10,000.

$8,000.

Navigation

The Bassicic Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.; am
munition racks and trays for light tanks;
Bendix Aviation Corporation, South Bend,

Co.,

Maine Steel, Inc.. South Portland, Maine;

Matson

The Producers Marketing Co., Minneapolis.
Minn.; grain storage; $8,000.
Rice Barton Corporation. Worcester, Mass.;

The Simonds Gear & Manufacturing Co.,

current; $71,000.
&
Nashville
Railroad

Louisville, Ky.; transportation; $6,000.
marine hardware;

Long Island City, N. Y.; shock mountings,
control cases and cover, etc.; $10,000.

Novelty Ornamental Iron 8e Wire Works,
Inc.. Seattle. Wash.; light structural steel

Sioss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Co., Birming

ham, Ala.; brown ore for pig iron; $126,000.
Southern States Equipment Corporation,
Birmingham, Ala.; boosters; $6,000.
Stewart-Warner Corporation, Chicago, 111.;
depth charges, booster extenders, etc.; $32,000.
The O. S. Walker Company, Inc., Worcester,
Mass.; grinders and chucks; $3,000.
The

Weatherhead

Co.,

Cleveland,

Ohio;

fuzes and automatic screw machine products;
$152,000.

Wllputte Coke Oven Corporation, New York,
N. Y.; coke and byproducts; $29,000.
The Wlnslow Marine Railway & ShipbuUding Co., Inc.. Seattle, Wash.; mine sweepers;
$255,000.

machine tools; 314.000.

and Iron fabrication; $12,000.

Bohn Aluminum & Brass Corporation. De
troit. Mich.; component parts for fuzes,

delphia. Pa.; transportation; $37,000.

Worth Steel Co., Claymont, Del.; sheared
steel plates; $175,000.

F. C. Phillips, Inc., Stoughton, Mass.; screwtnachlne products; $16,000.

machined parts for guns and tanks; $8,000.

boosters, etc.; $9,000.

Bucyrus-Erie Co.; South Milwaukee, Wls;
gun mounts, drills, dredges, etc.; $46,000.

The

Pennsylvania

Railroad

Co.,

Phila

York Electric & Machine Co., York. Pa.;

The C- M. Too! & Die Co., Inc., Milwaukee.

Wis.; gages, tools, dies, etc.; $4,000.
Chicago Metal Hose Corpoiation, Mayv/ood,

HI.; metal hose and tubing, coupling, etc;
$737,000.

Chrj's'er Corporation, Detroit, Mich.; anti
aircraft guns and parts; $1,039,000.

Colgate-Larsen Aircraft Co.. AmityvUle.
L. 1., N. Y.; airplane parts; $14,000.
Consolidated

Machine

Tool

Corporation,

$51,863,888 War Department contracts
Defense contracts totaling $51,863,888

were awarded by the War Department
and cleared by the Division of Purchases,

Bendix

Aviation

Magneto

Division,

Corporation.

Philadelphia.

Instruments;

$645,308.

Rochester, N. Y.; lathes, boring mills, etc.;

Office of Production Management, dur

Defense

ing the period November 6 through No
vember 12. This compares with a total

lease now $3,195,308.)

Mining

Co..

Philadelphia,

Pa,

prime virgin quick.silver; $93,000.
Detroit Tap ti Tool Co.. Hamtramck, Mich.;
gages; $30,000.
The Dumore Co., Racine, Wis.; tools, dies,
etc.; $7,000.

E. I. duPont de Nemoxirs & Co.. Inc., Wil

mington,

Del.;

methylmethacrylate.

sheets for aircraft; $30,000.
Electric Vacuum Cleaner Co., Inc..

Cleveland,

Ohio;

mstal

parts

for

cast
East

fuzes

The

Fafnlr

Bearing

Co.,

New

Britain,

Conn.; ball bearings; $533,000.

Plant

(Total advanced by

Corporation

agreement

of

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

of $543,712,265 for the previous week.

American Cyanamid Co.. Calco Chsniical
Division, New York, N. Y. (for manufacture

at Bound Brook, N. J.); aniline oil; $537,999.

CONSTRUCTION

Chrysler Corporation, Detroit, Mich.; ex

pansion of Detroit Tank Arsenal to provide
additional buildings, purchase of Jigs. dies,
tools,

fixtures,

$18,875,000.

materials

and

equipment;

(Total estimated cost of plant

now $38,875,000.)

$42,000.

and

Sidney. N. Y.; additional plant facilities for
manufacture of aircraft parts, accessorlsa and

$46,000.

Cordero

Scintilla

Pa.,

E. J. Pinney Co., Inc., Springfield, Mass.;

construction of gun stock shop, Springfield

The Farmers Equity Union, Rhame, N. D.;
grain storage; $5,000.

Armory, Mass.; $356,760.
Bendix Aviation Corporation, Eclipse Avia

The Fenn Manufacturing Co.. Hartford,
Conn.; aircraft motor parts, machine gun

tion Division and Pioneer Instrument Divi

sion, Bendix and East Orange. N. J., Phila

Anaconda

Wire &

Cable Co., New York,

N. Y. (for manufacture at Pawtucket, R. I.);
wire;

$758,100.

General Cable Corporation, New York, N. Y.
(for manufacture at Rome, N. Y., Buftalo,
N.

Y.,

and

Perth

Amboy.

N.

J.);

wire,

$2,384,859.

Thompson Products, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio;
fuel pumps; $1,461,075.
AIRCRAFT

The Steel Products Engineering Co.,
Springfield. Ohio; machine gun turret as

parts, etc.; $17,000.
Fitchburg Engineering Corporation, Fitch-

delphia. Pa., Rochester, N. Y-, Laconia, N. H.,

semblies; $8,611,416.

and Baltimore, Md.;

burg, Mass.; machine tools.; $26,000.

equipment for manufacturing aircraft parts,

Goodyear Tire Sc Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio;
rayon landing wheel casitigs; $1,093,281.
Clark Equipment Co., Battle Creek, Mich.;

General Mills,

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.;

cylinders, torpedo directors and indicators;
$39,000.

Ooodyear Fabric Corporation, Akron, Ohio;
barrage balloons; $66,000.
V. L.

Graf Co.. Detroit, Mich.; hydraulic

couplings and accessories; $33,000.
Tile G. A. Gray Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; ma
chine tools; $9,000,

accessories,

and

additional plant and

instruments;

$11,816,000.

(Total for these facilities now $23,316,000.
Defense

Plant

Corporation

agreement

tractoi's; $1,663,552.

of

Sharpsville Steel Fabricators. Inc.. Sharps-

Brlggs Manufacturing Co., Detroit. Mich.;

Tllle. Pa.; tanks and gaskets; $955,200.
General Motors Corporation, Aeroproducts
Division. Dayton, Ohio; propeller blade as

lease.)

additional machinery and equipment for use
In Connor Avenue plant for production o£

semblies; $725,000.

aircraft parts; $1,046,143.
(Defense Plant
Corporation agreement of lease.)

portable engine test houses; $534,196.

Jacobson it Co., Inc., New York. N. Y.;
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Complete list of priority orders and forms
The following material is a new tabu
lation of M orders, P orders, E orders
and L orders issued by the Division of
Priorities, through early November.
Forms used in relation to the orders,
or instructions as to how to obtain the

forms, are available at Priorities district
field offices.
M

ORDERS

The list given below is a compilation of
orders issued so far by the Division of
Priorities, Office of Production Manage
ment, to put the distribution of various
commodities under industry-wide con
trol.

The typical order In this class is im
posed on the supply of a raw material—
for example, zinc: it defines "defense

orders" and provides that such orders
must be given preference over nondefense orders; it sets up various rules and
regulations governing the distribution of
the material.

The M order (M for material) differs

completely from the limited blanketrating order in the P

series.

An M

order, for example, tells how a given
material may be distributed: a P order

helps the company or companies holding
it to get the material. Thus an M order
regulates distribution of steel, while a
P order has been granted to freight car

builders to help them get steel.
The M orders, effective dates, and form
numbers where forms axe used:
M-l, Aluminum, March 22. 1941. Pl>-8, 26;

1941.

Note.—M-l-b repealed

hy PRO Af-I-c; M-l-c, Supplementary Or
der—To direct the distribution of aluminum

scrap

and

secondary

aluminum, June

10,

1941.

M-2. Magnesium, March 24, 1941; M-2-a.
Supplementary Order, March 24, 1941; (Ex
tension)—Extends M-2 to September 30,
1941, April 2. 1941; M-2-b. Magnesium, No
vember 14, 1941.

M-3,
M-3-a,

Tungsten.

March

Supplementary

26,

1941,

PD-9;

Order—Preference

Rating Schedule. March 26.

1941;

(Exten

sion)—Extends M-3 and M-3-a to August 31,
1941. June 20, 1941. Note.—Jlf-3 and M-S-a
revoked bi/ GPO M-29, tssitcd August 30,
1941.

M-4, Neoprene, March 28, 1941, PD-.7, 36.
Note.—M-4 expired June 30; included under
provisions of M-13 issued June 9, 1941.

M-S, Nickel-bearing steel. April 10. 1941,

PD-10, 11, 17. 18; M-5-a. Supplementary or
der, April 10, 1941; (Amendments), April 30,
1941; M-5-b, Supplementary order, June 17,
1941. Note.—Jlf-5, M-S-a and M-S-b, as

amended, revoked by GPO M-21~a issued
September 16. 1941.

M-6, Nickel, May 15, 1941, PD-27; M-6-a,
Primary nickel, September 30. 1941. Note.—
Revokes M-6.

M-7, Borax and boric acid. June 9. 1941,

PD-31;

M-7-a,

Supplementary

tension)—Extends M-7 to August 30, 1941.
Note.—M-7 expired August 30, 1941.

M-8, Cork. May 31, 1941, PD-28, 29, 61;
M-8-a. Cork end products and material of
which cork is a component, October 1. 1941;
(Interpretation), October 16. 1941.
M-9. Copper. May 29. 1941, PI>-12. 37, 69,
60, 60a:
(Amendment), June 10, 1941;
(Amendment), July 9, 1941; M-9-a, Supple
mentary order—Supersedes M-9, as amended,
August 2, 1941; M-9-b, Copper scrap and
copper base-alloy scrap, October 1. 1941.
PE>-130; M-9-c, Conservation order—curtail
ing the use of copper in certain Items, Octo

ber 21,

order—Ex

1941. PI>-167, 169;

(Amendment).

November 1, 1941.

M-10, Polyvinyl Chloride, June 9,

1941,

PD-7, 33. 36.

M-11, Zinc, July 1, 1941, PD-SOa, 62, 20;
(Amendment), July 1, 1941; M-ll-a, Sup
plementary order, July 1, 1941; M-ll-b, Sup

1941;

M-32. Potassium perchlorate. August 28,
1941.

M-33, Potassium permanganate, August 28,
1941.

M-34. Toluene. August 28, 1941, PD-l.

M-36. Phosphorus oxychloride. August 30.
1941.

M-36. Manila fiber and manila cordage,
August 29,1941, PD-128; (Amendment), Octo
ber 14, 1941, PD-129.

M-37, Rayon yarn,

September

13,

1941,

PD-102, 103, 104; M-37-a, Supplementary or
der (Interpretation No. 1), October 1, 1941,
PD-112. 113.

M-38,

Lead.

October

4.

1941.

PD-124;

M-38-a. Supplementai'y order. November 1,
1941.

M-39, Cobalt, November 4.1941.
M-40, Sperm oil, October 16, 1941.

M-41, Chlorinated hydrocai'bon solvents,
October 15, 1941, PD-127.
M-46, Chlorinated rubber, November 1,
1941, PD-144.

plementary order. August 1, 1941; M-il-c,
Supplementary order, September 1, 1941;

P

ORDERS

amended,

The following list is a tabulation of

September 15. 1941; M-11 d. Supplementary
order, October 1. 1941. (Amendment)—to
M-11, as amended, October 16. 1941; M-ll-e,

limited blanket ratings issued so far by

(Interpretation)—to

M-11,

as

Supplementary order, November 1, 1941.
M-12, Cotton llnters, August 10, 1941;
(Extension)—Extends M-12 to July 31, 1942,
September 10, 1941; (Amendment, as ex
tended), November 6. 1941.

M-13. Synthetic rubber (Includes neo
prene). June 9, 1941, PD-7, 33. 36.
M-14. Tungsten high-speed steel. June 11.
1941.

M-16. Rubber, June 20, 1941, PD-49, 49a;

M-15-a, Supplementary order, June 27, 1941;
(Amendment), August 4. 1941; (Amend
ment)—white sidewall tires, August 8, 1941;
(Amendment), November 12, 1941.

M-16, Tricresyl and triphenyl phosphates,
August 30, 1941.

M-17, Pig iron, August 1. 1941, PD-70, 71a,
71b, 7Ic, 69; (Amendment), October 13, 1941.
M-18, Chromium. July 7, 1941, PD-53a, 53b,

54. 55; (Amendment). August 22. 1941.
M-19, Chlorine, July 26, 1941, PI>-158b,
158c, lS9a, lS9b, 169c.

M-20,

M-l-a, Supplementary Order—Schedule of
Preference Ratings. March 22. 1941. PD-39,
40; M-l-b, Supplementary Order—modifies
M-l and M-l-a with respect to deJiverles of
low-grade aluminum, April 11. 1941; (Ex
tension)—extends M-l, M-l-a and M-l-b to
J>ecember 31,

tends M-7 to July 30, 1941, July 3, 1941; (Ex

M-31. Methyl alcohol, August 28,
(Amendment), November 12, 1941.

Calcium-Silicon,

July

29,

1941.

PD-72,

M-21, Steel. August 9. 1941. PD-69, 70, 73,
169;

(Amendment),

September

9.

1941;

M-21-a, Supplementary order—Relating to
alloy Iron, alloy steel, and wrought iron,
September 16, 1941. PD-73; M-21-b, Supple
mentary order—Relating to steel warehouses,
September 3, 1941, PD-83, 83a: (Directive—
Warehouse shipments—assigns A-9), Sep
tember 26, 1941; (Amendment), October 14,
1941. Note.—M-5,
M-5-a.
M-5-b,
as

amended, revoked by M-21-a.
M-22, Silk, July 26. 1941; (Amendment).
August 2. 1941: (Amendment). August 12.
1941;
(Interpretation), August 26. 1941;
(Amendment), October 16, 1941; (Amend

ment, as amended October 16, 1941), October
28. 1941.

M-23, Vanadium, August 14, 1941, PD-fl4.
M-24, Iron and steel scrap, October 11, 1941,
PD-149. 150. 151.

M-25.

Formaldehyde,

paraformaldehyde.

hexamethylenetetramine and synthetic res

ins, August 23, 1941; (Amendment), August
28,

1941;

(Amendment No, 2). October 1,

1941.

M-26, SUk waste, silk noils, and garnetted
or reclaimed silk fiber, August 8. 1941. PD-91;

(Amendment). September 6, 1941.
M-27, Phenols. August 30, 1941. PD-l;
(Amendment), November 10, 1941.
M-28, Chlorinated hydrocarbon refriger
ants, August 2, 1941.

M-29, Tungsten, August 31. 1941, PD-9;
M-29-a, Supplementary order, October 13,
1941. PD-9.

Note.—M-3 and M-3-a revoked

by GPO M-Z9.
M-30, Ethyl alcohol and
pounds, August 28. 1941.

related

com

the Division of Priorities.

P-l. material for the production of electric
traveling cranes, March 12, 1941, A-l-c.
Note.—JJeuofeed by PRO P-5.
P-2, material for the production of machine

tools, March 28. 1941. A-l-a. PD-6.

Note.—•

JRevoked by PRO P-11.

P-3, material entering into the production
of airframes, April 29. 1941. A-l-d, PD-13;
(Extension No. l)—Extends P-3 to October

31, 1941. September 18, 1941; (Extension No.

2)—Extends P-3 to December 31, 1941, Octo
ber 27, 1941.

P-4. material entering intc the production
of airplane engines and propellers. April 29,
1941, A-l-c, PD-14: (Extension No. 1)—Ex
tends P-4 to October 31, 1941. September 18,
1941; (Extension No. 2)—Extends P-4 to De

cember 31, 1941. October 27, 1941.

P-5, material entering into the production
of cranes. May 26,1941, A-l-a. PD-6; (Amend
ment), June 14. 1941.

Note.—Revokes PRO

P-l; P-5-a, material entering into the pro
duction of cranes and hoisting equipment,
August 1, 1941, A-l-a.

Note,—Revokes PRO

P-5; P-5-b, material for the production of
cranes and hoisting equipment, November 1,
1941, A-IO (or higher) PD-61. 81a,

Note.—

Supersedes PRO P-5-a.

P-6, Defense Supplies Rating Plan, May
31, 1941, A-IO. PD-25. 25b, 25c, 25d, 26e:
P-6-a, civil aircraft, repair parts and acces
sories, July 21, 1941, A-lO, PD-25C-1, 25C-2;
(Amendment). October 27, 1941.

P-7. material and equipment entering into
production of merchant ship construction,

June 12, 1941, A-l-a (1941), A-l-b (1942),
A-l-c (1943), PD-30, 30a,

P-8, material entering into freight car
construction, June 18, 1941, A-3, PD-38, 38a.

P-9-a, materials entering into the produc
tion of airframes for heavy bombers June
26. 1941, A-l-b, PD-43 , 43a; P-9-b, aircraft
engines for heavy bombers, June 26, 1941,

A-l-b, PD-44, 44a; P-9-c, aircraft propellers
for heavy bombers, June 26, 1941, A-l-b,

PD-45, 45a; P-9-d, gun turrets for heavy
bombers, June 30, 1941, A-l-b, PI>-46, 46a;

P-9-e, gun sights, bomb sights and gunfire
controls for heavy bombers, June 30, 1941,
A-l-b, PD-47, 47a.

P-10, material and equipment entering
into the conversion of ships, June 19, 1941,
AA. PD-41, 41a.

P-ll, material for the production of metal

working equipment, July 1, 1941, A-l-a, b, c,
PD-42,

42a-

Note,—Revokes

PRO

P-2;

P-ll-a. mtlerlal for the production of metal
working equipment, September 30, 1941, As
assigned, PD-fll, 81a. Note.—Revokes PRO
P-ll: (Amendment), October 30, 1941.

P-12, aluminum scrap, June 26, 1941, A-10,
PD-40,
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No. 1)—extended to November 30.1941, Octo

P-14-a. material and equipment entering
tnto the construction of ship ways, July 12,

of radio sondes, August 26, 1941, A-l-d, PD-6,
6a.

1941, A-l-a (1941), PI>-56, 56a; P-14-b, ma

P-39, material for the production of arc

terial and equipment entering into the con

welding and resistance welding machines,
September 12, 1941, A-l-c, PD-81.

struction of ship ways, July 12, 1941, A-l-b
(1942). A-l-b (1943), PD-60, 56a.
P-15, material for electrical relays and
solenoid assainbiies, July 11. 1941, A-l-d,
PD-57. 57a.

P-16. material for radio receiving, trans

mitting and directional equipment, July 11,

P-40, material for the production of Indus
trial lift trucks. October 14. 1941, A-l-g.

P-41. material entering into the construc
tion. maintenance and operation of defense

projects. August 27, 1941, A-l-a. PD-6, 6a.

1941, A-I-C, PI>-58. 58a.

P-42, material entering into the production
of canning machinery and equipment, August

P-17. material entering into the produc
tion of canning machinery and equipment,

21, 1941, A-3. PD-88, 93; (Amendment No. 1),
September 30, 1941; p-42-a. material enter

July 9, 1941, A-2.

Note.—P-17 expired Au-

ffust 3i. 1941.
P-18, material entering into the produc

tion of cutting tool equipment, July 31, 1941,
A-l-a, PD-6. Note.—R evoked by PRO
P-lS-a: P-18-a, materials for the production

of cutting tools, August 28. 1941, A-l-a,
PI>-8, rev. Note.—Rsuokes PRO P-18.
P-19, material entering Into the consti-uc-

tion of defense projects, July 18, 1941, as

assigned, PD-63, 63a: P-19-a. material enter
ing into the construction of defense projects
(limited to the Priorities Critical List), July
18. 1941, as assigned, PD-6a, 68a: P-19-b, mat«rial entering Into the construction of cer
tain defense projects with protected delivery

dates, July 30, 1941. as asigned, PD-eS, 68a:

ing into the production of canning machinery

107.

P-45, material for the production of fire
apparatus. October 31. 1941, A-2,

P-46. utilities—maintenance,

repair, and

supplies, September 17. 1941. A-lO; (Inter
pretation No, 1). September 23. 1941; (In
terpretation No, 2), September 28, 1941;

(Amendment No, 1). September 26,

1941;

(Interpretation No. 3), September Z&. 1941;
(Interpretation No. 4), September 30. 1941);
(Interpretation No. 5). November 5, 1941.
P-47, material entering into the mainte

of canning machinery and equipment, Sep

assigned;

assigned.

P-20. material entering Into the construc

tion of defense products (motor trucks, truck
trailers and passenger carriers). September
in effect to December 31. 1941, October 15,

Amended;

to January 31. 1942, November 6, 1941,

and supplies; October 16. 1941, A-lO; (Inter
pretation No. 1), Novsmber 5, 1941; (Inter
pretation No. 2), November 5, 1941; (Amend
ment). November 10, 1941.

P-23, materials for the production of min

ing machinery and equipment, July 29, 1941,
A-3.

P-24, material entering Into the production

of experimental research worlc,

August 5,

1941, A-l-b, PI>-74. 74a.

P-25-a, parts, accessories and equipment
for light tanks, Ausust 11, 1941, A-l-f, PD-81;
P-25-b, Uqht tantcs, spare parts ?.nd accesories. August 11. 1941, A-l-f, PD-81; P-25-o,
30-caliber and 37-mm. guns, August 11, 1941,
A-l-f, PD-31; P-25-<l. gasoline and dlesel en-

glnes, August 11. 1S41, A-l-f, PD-61; P-25-e,
material entering into the production of light
tanKs. October 14, 1941, A-l-f. PD-Bl.

P-26-a, parts, accessories and equipment
for medium tanks, August 11, 1941, A-l-d,
PD-81; P-26-b, medium tanks, spare pnrts
and accessories, August 11, 1941, A-l-d, PD-

81; P-23-C, 37-ram. and 75-mm. guus, August
11, 1941, A-l-d, PD-ai: P-26-d. gasoline and
dlesel engines, August 11, 1941, A-l-d, PD-81;
P-26-e, material entering into the produc
tion of medium tanks, October 9, 1941, A-l-d.
PD-81.

L ORDERS

The L orders are limitation orders,
setting limits on production of the mate
rials or items covered. Orders issued so
far in this series are—

L-l. to restrict the production of motor

truck and public passenger carriers, August
30, 1941, Note.—Amended by L-l-a; L-l-a,
to restrict the production of medium motor
trucks, truck trailers, passenger carriers and
replacement parts, September 12. 1941; (Ex
tension No. 1)—extending In effect to Decem

ber 31, 1941. October 15, 1941;

(Extension

No. 2)—extending In effect to January 31,

12, 1941, A-3 (Extension No. 1)—extending
1941; (Extension No. 2)'—extending in eflect

November 5, 1941, A-B-

P-57, material entering into the produc
tion of replacement parts for passenger
automobiles and light trucks, September 18,
1941, A-10: (Extension No. 1).

P-58, material entering into the mainte
nance and operation of defense projects.
Serial No. 1—Cerro de Pasco Copper Corpo
ration. October 8, 1941.

A-3: Serial No. 2—

Andes Copper Mining Co.. October 8, 1941,
Serial

October 8,

No, 3—Chile Exploration

work), October 27, 1941; L-2-c, supplemen
L-3, to restrict the production of light mo
tor trucks. September 13, 1941; L-3-a. sup
plementary order. October 24. 1941; L-3-b,
supplementary order, November 14, 1941.
L-4, to restrict the production of replace
ment parts used in the I'epalr of passenger

automobDes and light trucks, September 18.

P-55. material entering into the construc
tion of defense housing projects. When Is
sued. As assigned, PD-103, 105a, 105b.
P-5e, mines—maintenance, repair, and sup
plies. September 22, 1941, A-l-a (emergency
repairs). PD-1I9; (Interpretcitlon No, 1),

A-3;

plementary order. October 24. 1941; Ij-2-b,
supplementary order (elimination of bright
tary order, November 7, 1941,

P-54, material entering Into the produc

dustrial use, July 21. 1941, A-3, PD-65, 65a.
P-22, repairs, Ssiitember 9. 1941, A-IO.
Note—PRO P-23 supsrseded by PP.O P-22—
maintenance,

E-2, Cutting tools, July 17, 1941: (Amend

I<-2. to restrict the production of passenger
automobiles, September 13. 1941; L-2-a. sup

tember 13. 1941, A-10. PD-ei.

Amended—repairs,

Revokes E-1.

tember 22, 1941, A-3, PD-5a.

A-3, PD-64, 64a.

rebuilding of steam, electric or dlesel loco

E orders issued so far are—

E-l, Machine tools. March 28, 1941; Sup
plementary order No. 1, July 7. 1941. Note.—

P-52, material entering into the produc
tion of aircraft accessories, September 15,
1941, As assigned, PD-81, 108.

tion of specified locomotives, July 21, 1941,

motives whether for railroad, mining or in

first.

1942, November 6. 1941.

P-53, parts for the maintenance and repair
of textile machinery and eciulpment, Sep

P-21, material entering Into the repair and

affects the distributor of the item cov

ered, so that defense needs can be filled

amended,

fense

housing. September 9, 1941. as

An E or

1941.

ties. September 6, 1941, A-3, PD-96.
P-51, material entering Into the production

P-19-e. material entering Into the construc
tion of road projects, October 18, 1941, as

been covered by these orders.

der is similar to an M order in that it

P-43, research laboratories supplies and
equipment. August 28, 1941, A-2, PD-93, 88,

fense housing, as Issasd, as assigned; P-19-d,
material entering into construction of de
defense

So far only

machine tools and cutting tools have

ment), July 25, 1941; Supplementary order,
August 28, 1941. Note.—Revokes E-2, as

nance and repair of air transportation facili

financed

ORDERS

E stands for equipment.

and equipment, September 12, 1941, A-7.
PD-6a; (Amendment No. 1), September 30,

P-19-c, material entering Into construction
of defense projects—publicly financed de
projects—privately

E

ber 31, 1941.

P-38, material entering into the productioQ

62a.

Co.,

1941, A-3; Serial No. 4—Braden

Copper Co., October 8, 1941, A-3.
P-61, copper scrap and copper base alloy

1941; Ij-4-a, supplementary order. November
14. 1941.

L-5, to restrict the production of domestic

mechanical refrigerators, September 30, 1941.
Ii-6, to restrict the production of domestic
laundry equipment, October 29, 1941.
L-7, to restrict the production of domestic
Ice refrigerators. October 28, 1941.
L-8, to limit the distribution of motor fuel
In the Atlantic Coast area, October 1, 1941,

PD-131, 132. 133; (Amendment No. 1). Octo
ber 21. 1941.

Note.—L-8 terminated on Oc

tober 24, 1941.

L-11, to restrict the use of chlorine in the

manufacture of pulp and paper board. No
vember 15, 1941-

L-13, to restrict the production of metal
office furniture and equipment, November 7,
1941, PD-135. 136.

scrap. October 13, 1941, A-10, PD-126.

L-15, to restrict the consumption of waste
paper, paper board and roofing mill plants

P-82, material for the production of labora
tory equipment and reagent chemicals,

in the East, October 25, 1941.

November 15, 1941, A-5.
P-68, Iron and steel production—mainte
nance, repair and supplies, October 31. 1941,

30, 1941.

A-3.

P-72, materials for elevator and escalator

L-16, to curtail the consumption of elec
tric power in the Southeastern Area, October
L-20, to limit the use of cellophane and

similar transparent materials derived from
cellulose, November 8, 1941.

P-29, Health Supplies Rating Plan, August
25. 1941, A-10, PD-79, 81: (Amendment No.
1). September 30, 1941,
P-31, materials for the production of
foundry equipment and repair parts, Sep

repair parts, November 10, 1941, A-3.

tember 5, 1841, A-l-b, PD-81.

chine tools, November 10, 1941. A-l-c.

P-32, parts for the maintenance and repair
of farm machinery and equipment, August 20,

P-78, conveyor machinery.. November 10.
1941, A-3. Note.—Where a gap appears in

1941. A-10, PD-ai, 83.

the series, this indicates that a pending or

Xerjjiinofed September 23, 1941, Restrictions
imposed covered by Regulation No. 1.

der to which a P number has been assigned
has not yet been Issued.

1941.

P-33,

farm

machinery

and

equipment,

August 20, 1941. B-1, PI>-81, 88; (Extension

MISCELLANEOUS ORDERS

P-75. material entering into the produc

tion of defense products—(Tackle blocks),
October 24, 1941, A-l-c.

P-77. material for the rebuilding of ma

Priorities

Regulation

No.

1.

August 27,

1941.

Priorities Regulation No. 2, September 9,
1941.

General

Metala

Order

No.

1,

Note.—

Suspension Order No. S-1, October

16,

★
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MEDIATION BOARD ...
Great Britain and has 7,200 men in Its yard.

Board passes week with no strikes on
calendar; hearings open in three cases
Last week (November 10-16) was the

A strike on October 27 was called off Novem

ber 3 at the Board's request.

Bell Aircraft

ship in the union by all employees who aie
now members or who become members.

first week in the National Defense Medi

ation Board's history when it had no
strikes

on

Its

calendar.

A

survey

showed that a total of 170,183 men in

27 cases were working on defense jobs
at the Board's request pending disposi

the union's and are available within 24 hours.

tion of their disputes.

The company, which employs about 3,000

On Monday, November 10, the Board

workers, makes ships and has contracts with
both the Navy Department and the Maritime

Issued its recommendations in the con

Commission.

troversial captive coal mine case, follow

ended October 16

ing which all the CIO members and
alternate

signed.

members

of

the

Board

re

During the week the Board also

Issued recommendations in three other

cases, opened hearings in three cases
and received

It

also provided for the appointment of a dis
interested person by the NDMB to Investi
gate complaints by the union that any
supervisory employee of the company is not
carrying out the policies set forth in the con
tract in good faith. It also provides that
members of the union will be given preference
in hiring when they have registered with
the company's employment office and with

certification of one new

case.

The week's happenings in the captive

A

strike

on

October

13

was

at the request of the

Board.

After 3 days, hearings In the dispute be
tween the Bell Aircraft Corporation, Buflalo,
N. Y., and the United Automobile Workers,
CIO, were postponed to November 21 at the

union's request.
general wages.

the Alabama Dry Docks and Shipbuilding
Co., Mobile, Ala., and the Industrial Union
of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of
America, CIO. Formal hearings on the Issue

in dispute—the union's request for a union
shop—had been held in October. No agree
ment was

reached at that

time and both

A threatened strike of the

company's 12,000 employees bad beeh post
poned at the Board's request. The company
has defense contracts for airplanes.

New cases
The new case certified to the Board last

week involved the Employers Waterfront As
sociation of Seattle, Wash., and the Inter

national Longshoremen's Association. AFL.
A hearing on this case Is scheduled for Mon
day, November 24.

Alabama Dry Docks
On November 10. a panel of Charles Wyzanski, Roger Lapham and Hugh Lyons Issued
Its recommendations in the dispute between

The controversy arose over

the union's demand for a union shop, check
off, and Increases in the starting rate and

★

★

★

Cooperative housing plan
available to defense workers
A cooperative housing plan for defense
workers, designed to provide homes at

mine dispute are described on page 3.

parties returned home with the understand

ing that further data could be submitted by
both parties, The company contended that,

moderate cost for families with incomes

Details of the other cases are as follows:

since the existing contract

nounced November 14 by Charles P. Pal
mer, Coordinator of Defense Housing.

and the union does not expire until February

International Harvester Co.
Two Federal Labor Unions, both APL, rep
resent the workers In the Rock Island, III.,

and Milwaukee. Wis., plants of

the Inter

national Harvester Co.. and bearings con

tinued last week before a pane! composed
of Ralph Seward, George Mead, and William
Calvin.

between Itself

On November 13. an interim state

1942, it did not wish to open that contract
to insert a union sliop clause. On this point,
the Board's recommendation was as follows:

"We recommend that until February 3,
1942, the relations between the company and
the lUMSW shall be governed by the exist
ing contract of February 3. 1941 modified to

between $1,200 and $1,800 a year, was an

Under the plan, groups of workers may
organize cooperatives and apply to the
Federal Housing Administration for
mortgage insurance under Defense Hous

the extent required by the Gulf Zone Stand
ards of July 18. 1941 and no further."
The Company employs about 4,800 workers
engaged in the construction and repair of

ing Title VI, which permits insurance up
to 90 percent of the appraised value of

gate the wage question, who will report his

ships.

findings both to the parties and to the Board.
If agreement by direct negotiations cannot
be reached, either party may bring the mat-

Chris Craft Corporation

Information concerning methods of
financing, organization, and operation
of the cooperative, may be obtained from

ment was released on the two Issues still In

dispute between the union and the com
pany—wages and union security. A special

representative Is to be appointed to Investi

ter In before the Board again.
On the Issue of union seciirity, the Board

stated that it Is not prepared at this time
to make any recommendation but recom
mended a clause to both parties whoch reads
as follows;

"The company believes that the interests

of its employees •

•

•

are best served by

their belonging to the union and virges all
such employees to become and remain mem
bers of the union. The company will disci

pline any employee engaging in activity,
on company time and property, tending to
tindermlne the present status of the union."

Ingalls Shipbuilding
Findings and recommendations were Issued

November 12 in the dispute between the In
galls Shipbuilding Corporation. Pascagoula.
Miss., and the Pascagoula Metal Trades
Council, APL. Hearings had been held the

A threatened strike at the yards had

been postponed at the Board's request.

Hearings before a panel composed of Walter
Stacy, Frederick Fales and William Calvin

★

the Chris Craft Corporation, Algonac, Mich.,
and a Federal Labor Union, AFL.

because of ofQcial business In Michigan, It
proved Impossible for the company officials
to remain In Washington and the hearings
were postponed to November 21.
A

*

★

However,

strike had been called October 2

over

the union's demand for a 10 cents per hour

wage increase to be made retroactive to Sep

Knudsen to be Interviewed
on OEM broadcast
Thii-d in the OEM "Keep "Em Rolling"
radio variety show series will be broad

tember 15. At the Board's request, the men
returned to work November 7. The company

cast from 10:30-11:00 p. m., Sunday

employs 430 workers and makes rescue boats
for advance bases for the Air Corps, and dis

night, November 23, over the Mutual
Broadcasting station WOL in Washing

tribution box boatfi for QMC.

ton.

Robins Orydock

OPM Director General Knudsen will be

Hearings in the dispute between the Robins
Dry Dock and Repair Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

V^alter T. Fisher, Eugene Meyer and William
Calvin, but no agreement had been reached
on the point in dispute—union security.
Both parties returned home to await the

after 2 days and both parties returned home
to negotiate directly. Further hearings on

contract stating that the company looks
with favor upon continuance of member

the coordinator's office.

opened November 13 In the dispute between

latter part of October before a panel of

Board's recommendations. The Board recom
mended that a clause be Inserted In the

the house.

and

the

Industrial

Union

Shipbuilding Workers,

CIO,

of Marine and

were recessed

the case are scheduled for November 24.

The

Issues are union security, wages and working
conditions. The company is engaged in ship
repair work for both the United States and

interviewed by Clifton Padiman, master
of ceremonies, on phases of defense pro
duction.

Hiere will also be a dramatiza

tion

the

of

current

Broadway

play.

"Watch on the Rhine," with Paul Lukas

and Mady Christians, and other mem

bers of the original Broadway cast.

★
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OPA issues urgent call for
executive sales engineers
in midcontinent area
Executive sales engineers with exten

sive experience in the industrial ma
chinery field are urgently needed for im
portant duties in the Office of Price Ad
ministration. Administrator Henderson
announced November 12.

Only chacge sioce October 10

★
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Complete list of price schedules and forms
Report and Affirmation of Compliance
Forms relating to certain of these

Price Schedule No. 18, Burlap,
August 15. 1941. Form 118:2.

1941; Supplement No. 1 issued May 7, 1941;
Schedule amended In entirety, September 24.
1941.

Form 100:1.

Price Schedule No. 2, Aluminum Scrap and
sections 1302.5, 14 amended June 2, 1941:

section

1302.5

amended August 14,

1941;

amended in entirety, sections 1302.1 to 15,
October 3i, 1941.

issued April 2. 1941; section 1304.6 amended
Apyil 9, 1941; revised (in entirety) May 7,

electrical generating equipment.

sections 1304, 16. 17 amended August 26,

1941; section 1304.17 amended September 5,

methods of cost analysis, estimates, and

and September 22, 1941; section 1304.16
amended September 26, 1941; section 1304.17

production is highly desirable.

amended October 10.1941. Form 104:3 (to be

replaced shortly by new form).

sued April 2, 1941; Supplement No, 1 issued
April 16, 1941; Revocation Order issued May
6, 1941.
Price Sc?ied;u2e No. 6, Iron and Steel Prod

ucts, Issued April 16, 1941; revised (in en
tirety) June 20, 1941.
Price Schedule No. 7, Combed Cotton Yarns,

Issued

May

23. 1941;

sections

1307.1,

7

amended June 19, 1941; correction by letter

(section 1307.1); sections 1307.1. 7 amended
July 19, 1941; section 1307.7 amended August
1, 1941.

Form 107:1.

Pi ice Schedule No. 8, Scrap and Secondary
Materials Containing Nickel, issued May 29,
1941; section 1308.3a added June 26, 1941:
sections 13.08.9, 10, 11 amended September
fi. 1941.

Price Schedule No. 9, Hides, Kips and Calf
skins, issued June 13, 1941; sections 1314.7a
15, 10, 11, 12 amended September 12. 1941:
sections 1314,11b, 12b amended September
18, 1941; sections 1314.4, 11, 12 amended Oc
tober 21, 1941; sections 1314, 12, 15 amended
November 3, 1941.

Form 109:2.

Price Schedule No. 10, Pig Iron, Issued

returned.

June 24, 1941.

Price Schedule No. 11. Cotton Grey Goods,

Joel Dean, Office of Price Administra

issued June 27, 1941; section 1316.7 amended

tion, Room 238. Temporary Building D,
Independence Avenue and Sixth Street

July 19, 1941; section 1316 2 amended August
8

SW., Washington, D. C.

amended October 20,

and

August

21,

amended October 4,
correction PR error.

1941;
1941:

section
section

1941;

1316.7

1316.1, 7

section

Price Schedule No. 12, Brass Mill Ssrap,

issued July 21, 1941; sections 1309.15, 18, 19
Price Schedule No. 13, Douglas Fir Pesler

Logs and Douglas Fir Plywood, issued August
1. 1941; section 1312.2 amended September
24, 1941.

Purchases Director MacKeachie an
nounced November 13 that because of

Waste, issued August 2, 1941; scction 1338.8
amended September SO, 1941, and October 4,

products section in the textiles, clothing,
and equipage bi-ar.cli, has found it neces
sary to return to Chicago.

Price Schedule No. 23. Bayon Grey Goods,

Issued Augtist 23, 1941; sections 1337.14, 15.
16 amended October 2, 1941; section 1337.22
correction FR error.

Price Schedule No. 24. Washed Cattle Tail

Price Schedule No, 14, Raw Silk and Silk

1941.

Form 114:1.

Price

Schedule

No.

August

12, 1941;

sections

15,

Schedule

No.

25.

0/

ucts, Issued August 28, 1941; sections 1343.1, 2.
10 amended September 11, 1941.

Price Schedule 26, Douglas Fir Lumber, Is-

su2d September 11, 1941; sections 1312,51, 53,
56, 57, 58, 59 amended November 1, 1941.

Price Schedule No. 27, Anthracite, issued

S2ptember 11, 1941; revoked September 18,
1941.

Price Schedule No. 28. Ethyl Alcohol. Issujd September 15, 1941, Form 128; 1.
Price Schedule No. 29, By-Product Foundry
Seotembsr 18. 1941.

Price Schedule No. 30. Waste Paper Sold
East of the Rocky Mountains, issued Septem
ber 18, 1911; section 1347.10 amended October
18, 1941; sections 1347.8, 10 amended October
29! 1941 Form 130; 1.
Price Schedule No. 31. Acetic Acid. Issued

September 24,1941; section 1335.210 correction
FR error. Form 131: 1.

.

^

Price Schedule No. 32. Paperboard Sold

East of the Rocky Mountains. Issued Septem
ber 30, 1941; sections 1347.61, 62 amended

October 3, 1941; sections 1347.51, 56, 60
amended November 6, 1941. Form 132; 1.
Price Sc?icdiife No. 33. Carded Cotton Yarns,
issued October 3, 1941. Form 133: 1.
Price Schedule No. 34. Wood Alcohol. Issued
October 3, 1911.

Form 134:1.

Price Schedule No. 35. Carded Grey and
Colored-Yarn Cotton Goods, issued October
18. 1941- Forms 135: 1. 135: 2.
Price Schedule No. 36. Acetone, issued Oc

tober 20, 1941. Forms 136; 1, 136:2.
Price Schedule No. 37, Normal Butyl AlcO'

hoi Issued October 20, 1941. Forms 137:1,
137: 2.

Price Schedule No. 38. Glycerine. Issued
October 27, 1941. Forms 138: 1, 138: 2.
Price Schedule No. 39. Upholstery Furniture

Fabrics, issued Nov. 10, 1941.

Forms 139:1,

139: 2★

★

*

New research consultants
The Division of Purchases, OPM, an
nounced November 14 three appoint
ments to the staff of M. L. McElroy,
research consultant.

Dr. John N. McDonnell, Meadow Brook.

Pa., will be chief of research, health sup

issued

plies: Edward L. Drew, Suffern, N. Y.,

1309.51, 53. 60

chief of research, hides, skins, and
leather; and Arthur W. Jones, Pleasant-

Copper,

amsnded August 28, 1941.
Price Schedule No. 16. Kaiy Cane Sugars,

issued August 13, 1941; section 1334.10 sup

plement Issued August 22, 1941;
1334.11

Price

1316.7

head of shoe section
the pressure of private business, Harold
Plorsheim, chief of the shoe and leather

Forms

123:1, 123:2.

Form 111:2.

amended October 1, 1941.

FlorsKeim resigns as

issued August 22. 1941.

and By-Product Blast Ftirnace Coke, Issued

Price Schedule No. 5. Bituminous Coal, Is

ence and education. As time, is short, en

★

Form 121:1.

Price Schedule No. 22, Pcnnsylvonia Grade

Crude Oil.

Speculative and Inflationary Price Practices
with respect to Fats and Oils and their Prod

Price Schedule No. 4, Iron and Steel Scrap,

tions 1304.16. 17, 18 amended August 7, 1941;

★

Pries Schedule No. 21, Formaldehyde, issued

August 20. 1941,

1941; amended October 17, 1941.

section 1304.17 amended June 21. 1941; sec

*

August 13, 1941: amended (in entirety) Oc
tober 10, 1941.

Hair. Issued August 25, 1941. Form 124:1.

ing machinery, farm machinery, and

Material should be addressed to Mr.

issued

Price Schedule No. 19, Southern Pine Lum

Price Schediile No. 3. Z<7ic Scrap Materials
and Secondary S'ab Zinc, issued March 31,

1941; amended (In entirety) June 18, 1941;

gineers interested are asked to send in
immediately a typewritten resume of
their experience, confined to a page if
possible. Other information required is
name, address, height, weight, date of
birth, marital status, and e'.lucation.
A record of past employment, begin
ning with the most recent position and
working back, must be included. Photo
graphs, if available, also are desired.
Applicants are cautioned not to send
original documents, since nothing will be

September 19. 1941.

ber. issued August 16, 1941; sections 1312.32,

ment, construction machinery, fabricat

year. There will be no written examina
tions. Applicants will be rated on experi

17, Pig Ttn, issued

34 amended September 3. 1941.
Price Schedule No. 20, Copper Scrap, issued

1941; correction (appendix A) May 7. 1941;

Salaries range from $3,800 to $5,600 a

Price Schedule No.

Price Schedule No. 1, Second-Hand Ma
chine Tools issued February 17, 1941; section
1301.2 amended March 15, 1941, and April 9,

Secondari/ Aluminum Ingot, issued March 24,

Salaries $3,800 to $5,600

1941.

schedules:

A number of positions in ihe Industrial

Familiarity vrith the problems and

1334.9 amended October 23,

August 14. 1941; section 1333.10 amended

and Agricultural Machinery Section are

open to professional men with technical
training and practical engineering back
ground in the manufacture of pumps,
compressors, blowers, elevators, con
veyors, cranes, measuring instruments,
mechanical stokers, boilers, valves, re
frigeration and air-conditioning equip

1941; section

Following is a complete list of price
schedules, as of November 11, by name,
date of issuance, and the numbers of the

section

supplement issued September

19,

ville, N. Y., chief of research, shoes, aud
leather products.

★
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CIVILIAN DEFENSE . . .
OCD issues regulations on use of
insignia by enroliees and manufacturers
The OflSce of Civilian Defense has re
leased illustrations and specifications of
dimensions, colors, and materials for 16
different insignia. Each of the activities

manner.

The sale by licensed manu

facturers of official Insignia will be lim
ited to designated defense councils.

in civilian defense. 15 In number, will

Onlyenroliees may use

have a distinctive design which the vol
unteer workers, after they have been
enrolled and trained, will wear on white
armbands or embroidered on the left

them in official manner
Only enrolled civilian defense workers
are entitled to wear any of the insignia
as part of uniforms or on clothing in
any way which would simulate official
wear. This restriction applies to use as
any part of clothing, caps, or hats.
There is no restriction on the use of in
signia on novelties, such as costume jew

elry. belt buckles, cigarette cases, hand
kerchiefs, scarves, pocketbooks, etc.
Lapel buttons, either for use on civilian
coats, in the same manner as the Ameri

STAFF CORPS
More distinctive than the earlier form
is the Civilian Defense Staff Corps in-

signt reproduced above. With the excep
tion of this and the Nurses' Aides Corps
emblem, the insignia listed on this page
remain as depicted in DEFENSE July 29.
Correct mats of all are available to news

papers and other publications on request
to Distribution Section. Division of In
formation, O^ice for Emergency Man
agement, Washington, D. C.
sleeve of uniforms, 1 inch below the
shoulder seam.

The sixteenth design is the basic Insigne bearing the initials "CD" (Civilian
Defense) in red, enclosed in a white tri
angle which is superimposed on a circu

lar blue field. This basic insigne will be
worn on cap and uniform collar orna

ments of all civilian defense workers.

Designs modern and simple
Tlie designs are executed in modern
and dramatic simplicity. A single flame

designates fire watchers; a ladder, res
cue parties; a steering wheel, drivers'
corps. A flash of lightning symbolizes

speed for messenger service. A drinking
cup, a shovel, and a diving plane graphi

cally indicate, respectively, emergency
feeding, road repair, and bomb squads.
The 16 designs have been patented by

the Office of Civilian Defense. Only
manufacturers who are licensed by that
organization will be permitted to fabri

cate or use any of the insignia in any

can Legion button, or similar buttons,
made with a safety pin catch for ladies,
definitely come under restricted lase by
enrolled workers.

The insignia used as

part of the design of a woman's brooch,
however, could be worn by anyone.
Civilian defense workers or their de

fense councils throughout the country

the Army or the Navy. Black triangles
indicate the lesser ranks; one black tri
angle designating "worker, first class";
two black triangles, "squad leader"; three
black triangles, "section leader." These
will be worn directly beneath the basic
Insignia on armbands or shoulder orna
ments.

One silver pyramid denotes "captain of
wardens", "assistant to chief." or "zone

leader"; two silver pyramids designate
"chief of local group" (wardens, etc.);
three silver pyramids, "chief of service"
(fire police, etc., local or State).
One gold star indicates "local coordi

nator of civilian defense": two gold stars,
"State coordinator of civilian defense";
tluee gold stars, "regional director of
civilian defense" (or principal assistants
to United States Director); four gold
stars, "United States Director of Civilian

Defense" (Mayor F. H. LaGuardia).

Dimensions regulated
Insignia of rank, with the exception of
black triangles, will be worn on the lower
sleeve in a vertical line, starting 4 inches

from the bottom of the cuff and spaced
at Intervals of 1 inch, on both sleeves.

will pay for all insignia themselves, with
the possible exception of the official arm
bands. Congi'ess has been asked to au

thorize sufficient funds to distribute the
latter.

Licensed manufacturers listed
The OCD is preparing a list of manu
facturers who have been licensed to
fabricate the insignia on armbands made
of cloth, and collar and cap made either
of metal or embroidered cloth. The

metal ornaments will be enameled in red,

miRSES* AIDES CORPS

white and blue on gold. The embroi
dered emblems will employ the same
colors without gold.
Optional choice between metal and
embroidered Insignia is given to defense
worker groups when they purchase.
Other official—though not required—use
of insignia is confined to automobile
plates, and flags or banners. The basic
insigne only may be used on automobile

A red cross now distinguishes workers
in the Civilian Defense Nurses' Aides
Corps. The change from white was
made by agreement with the American

Each official or semiofficial use of In
signia has definite designated dimen

plates.

sions. Armbands will be 5 Inches deep.

On banners, the addition of gold stars
in the number requisite to designate

ranks is permitted. Banners bearing
group insignia will be restricted to ap
propriate use by the groups so designated.
Designations of rank are made in a

military manner "differing from either

Red Cross after arrangements for neces'
sary training of volunteers by that
organization.

The insignia, on armbands, or sewn on
the upper left sleeve of uniforms, will
be 4 inches in diameter. Collar and cap
ornaments will be 1 Vi inches in diameter
and the former will be worn on both uni
form lapels. Stars will be one-half inch
In diameter at the points. Pyramids and

★
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triangles, five-eighths inch In diameter
at the points.
Lapel buttons for men and pins for
women will be one-half inch in diame
ter and must be worn in the buttonhole
of the left lapel or pinned over the left
breast. Automobile insignia (confined
to cars or trucks employed in civilian
defense) must come within the diameters
of 4 to 12 inches. These emblems may
be painted or enameled.
On helmets the basic insignia may be

painted or stenciled the same size as
other headgear ornaments—I'A inch.
The lapel buttons or pins for use on
civilian clothing may employ all of the
various

official insignia,

and

are re

stricted to use by enrolled volunteers.
They must be enameled in three colors
on gold like the collar and cap orna

ments, and are limited to one-half inch.
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How to plan and execute an effective
blackout described in new 60-page pamphlet
"BLACKOUTS" a comprehensive 60-

raid.

the Office of Civilian Defense

Industrial Buildings," deals with mainte

"The effectiveness of a black-out sys
tem depends upon the knowledge and
the cooperative spirit of the people at
large." the foreword to the pamphlet
says. "Civilian Defense agencies are re
sponsible for the proper education of the
people as to the reason for and the meth
ods of producing black-outs. Based on
this knowledge the enthusiastic coopera
tion of the people must then be evoked by
continuing publicity of a progressive
nature.

Advance plaoning important

Only arm bands obligatory

the vital seriousness of everything con

Collar and cap ornaments, shoulder in

nected with black-outs.

signia foi* uniforms, and lapel buttons
for civilian dress are recommended, and

must realize fully that planning and ad
vance preparation contribute most to the

their use will be recognized as official,

effectiveness of a black-out.

although not demanded. Such use, like

vance planning and preparation requires
long, painstaking, and many times un

can secure the funds.

Flags and banners for decorative pur

All concerned

This ad

noticed, prior effort. Too often these
efforts may appear to some to be ex
pended on relatively unimportant de

poses are not restricted, but are limited

tails.

to the use of the basic insigne.

achieved by spectacular efforts at the
beginning of or during an air raid. Ex

There

are no prescriptions for the size of ban
ners. Like novelties, they may be pur
chased and displayed by any citizens
regardless of whether or not they are
enrolled defense workers.
The various civilian defense groups for
which individual insignia have been
created are: air raid warden, auxiliary
police, bomb squad, auxiliary firemen,
fire watcher, rescue party, medical corps,
nurses' aides corps, messenger, drivers
corps, emergency food and housing,
demolition and clearance crew, road re

pair crew, decontamination corps, staff
Manufacturers desiring to

fabricate

ofBcial or semiofficial insignia, or to in

corporate any of the Insignia in the
design of any novelty articles, should
apply for a license to the Office of
Civilian Defense. Insignia Section, Du
Pont Circle Apartments. Washington.

D. C. All insignia or articles should be
submitted for approval. A royalty of
5 percent is to be paid to the Treasury
of the United States by licensees.

"Enrolled Volunteer Worker Groups,"
an official publication of tlie Office of
Civilian Defense, illustrates and de
scribes all insignia.

But an effective black-out is not

cept for meeting contingencies, little or
nothing can be done to Increase the effec
tiveness of a black-out while a raid is in

nance of essential sei-vices. emergency

communications, industrial light control,
and ventilation.

Chapter

five,

"Utilities,

Municipal

Services, and Installations," covers utili
ties and municipal services, electric light
and power.

The final chapter, "Ti-an&portation,"
covers motor transportation, the use of

luminous materials, illuminated signs,
traffic light signals, route numbers and
direction signs, safety zones and obstruc
tions, and motor vehicle black-out de
It describes pedestrian crossing

places and the duties of traffic police in
black-outs as well as the highway traffic
devices. Sections in this chapter deal

with railroads and electric lines, electric
street systems, elevated systems, water
transportation, and air transportation.

Army engineers aid in publication
There is an extensive bibliography and
an appendix describing type specifica
tions for black-out materials and devices.

The pamphlet was prepared under the
direction

of

the

Chief

of

Engineers.

United States Army, with suggestions of
the National Technological Civil Pro
tection Committee.

It is being distributed by the Office of

progress.

Civilian Defense to the governors of the

"It is inherent strength of character
which enables a people to survive air
raids. The knowledge that everything

the State Defense Councils.

that can be done has been done, will en

Documents. Washington, D. C.

States and local defense councils through
It is avail

able for 25c fi'om the Superintendent of

able a people to stand by each other and
★

care for themselves."

Scope of pamphlet
The

first

chapter,

"Planning

the

Blackout." describes the puipose. scope,

corps (basic insigne).

Chapter four. "Stores. Factories, and

vices.

"The proper authorities must present

Only armbands are prescribed as obligdtory for use by defense workers.

the wearing of uniforms, is strongly
recommended to defense councils that

for street use, and conduct during an air

page pamphlet prepared by the War
Department was issued November 14 by

definitions, training, and procedure, ac
tion after black-outs and basic considera

tions In planning black-outs. It fixes
responsibility for the execution of black

outs. their legalization and enforcement
organization, as well as the education of
the public, communications, and the ex
tent and nature of lighting restrictions.

The second chapter. "Obscuration
Methods and Materials." describes the
treatment of glazed surfaces, the use of
paint, adhesive treatments on glass, etc.
The third chapter, "Individual Persons

and Dwellings," offers advice to the in
dividual, describes black-out equipment

★

*

Agriculture experts take part
in economic survey o( Bolivia
Two experts of the Department of Agri
culture will be members of a party or
ganized to survey the resources of Bolivia.

They are Wilbur A. Harlan of the Office

of Foreign Agricultural Relations, and
B. H. Thibodeaux of the Bureau of Agri
cultural Economics.

The survey, based on an exchange of
notes between the Governments of Bo
livia and the United States, will include

a thorough technical and economic study
of the agricultural and mineral poten
tialities of Bolivia, as well as the trans

portation aiid communication needs.

32
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Nutrition values of food would be learned Furniture committee appointed
more readily by use of common terms—McNutt to help industry
Calling ignorance and misunderstand
ing major causes of malnutrition. Federal

Security Administrator, Paul V. McNutt,
as Director of Defense Health and Wel
fare Services, has called upon scientists
to translate the newer knowledge of nu

trition Into words of common coinage.
As an outstanding example of a scientific
term which is likely to mislead the unin
formed, he cited the important vitamin

there is sufBcient evidence (1) that there
Is no common and usual name and (2)
that educational clarity and public inter
est will be served by a change.
★

★

★

furniture.

standing" for defense homes

and CIO leaders in the furniture indus

In

amendments

effective

November

sential to health, and is found in such

15 to the Defense Housing Critical List

familiar foods as lean meat, green vege

and to Interpretation No. I of this list,
the Priorities Division restored to good
standing the use of oil burners in defensehousing construction on the Eastern Sea

tables, and milk. Yet food manufac
turers and retailers have discovered that
many people shy away from anything
50 labeled. Neither "nicotinic" nor
"acid" sounds palatable.

In explaining his suggestion, Mr.
McNutt continued. "Words, to the scien
tist, may be merely descriptive. But to
ordinary people they often have the
power to aiouse loyalty or hate, belief
cr unbelief, confidence or skepticism.

Use "common or usual name"
The Pood, Drug, and Cosmetics Act has
specifically recognized the power of
words when it has required that the in

gredients of a package or product be
labeled with their "common or usual
names." The Pood and Drug Adminis
tration is ready and willing to give due
consideration to cases in which scientific
nomenclature is a problem. It can. how
ever. properly consider them only when

of a furniture labor advisory committee
to cooperate with the Government on
industry problems such as those result
ing from the recent priorities order cur
tailing. the production of metal office

Oil burners restored to "good

"nicotinic acid."

This substance, he pointed out, is es

OPM Associate Director General Hillman announced November 12 formation

board.

Because of the petroleum shortage ex
isting at the time the original critical
list was Issued, the acquisition of oil
burners for defense-housing units in cer
tain Eastern States was not assigned the
priority assistance applicable to other
building materials.

A revised list of Defense Housing
Critical Areas includes Sacramento,
Calif.; Marlon-Carbondale (Crab Orch
ard Lake), 111.; and Bonham, Tex.
It has been found desirable further to
encourage construction for rent, rather
than for sale, and this has been done by
assigning higher preference ratings than
formerly to houses which will be rented
by defense workers, since rental is better
suited than purchase to their needs.

The committee, comprising 10 APL

try, elected S. E. HlU, APL representa
tive, secretary.

Metal substihites encoaraged
Jesse Maury, chief of the electrical

equipment and consumers' durable goods
branch of the OPM Division of Civilian
Supply, told the first meeting of the com
mittee November 12 that his branch
would do everything possible to insure
delivery of the small quantities of metals
necessary to maintain the largest pos

sible employment in wood furniture pro
duction.

He added that he favored a

curtailment of metal household furni

ture on the basis of quantity of critical
metals consumed rather than the num

ber of units of furniture produced. This,
he asserted, would tend to encourage the
development of substitutes of metal parts.
A prompt industry-wide Investigation
by the OPM furniture division of devel

oping shortages In such Items as stains,

glue, sandpaper, and small paper parts
was promised, as well as a study of the
difBculties faced by upholstery manufac
turers in obtaining low-grade cotton.
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